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FORWARD
BY RICHARD LEAGUE

One, Three, Seven! When I first met Russ Michael I found it intriguing that he thought in these terms and that he seemed to be talking about many things that I have also attempted to discover—except that our two systems or realities were codified into different terminologies.

As a form scientist and philosopher, my work takes me into the areas of psycholinguistics and the philosophy of science—two fields joined in my conception by the commonality of symbol and its evolutionary relation to the destiny of mankind. Yet I find great formal similarity in that work to this book of Russ Michael’s, which he has so kindly asked me to introduce to you.

Russ is in league with the philosophic scientific tradition of Pierce, Mead and Morris when he writes of the tri-dimensionality of reality and the irreducible oneness of the totality to which these parts are only aspects. That this same reality is also septupled falls into the same tradition where it concurs formally with the seven paths of life and human value
of Morris as well as with Osgood’s inductive work on the biolinguistics of polar opposition in the human nervous system.

As science is a history of the discovery of similarities in the nature of things that were not previously seen as similar, the isomorphism shown here should be pursued for its potentially rich lode of illuminating discovery.

Returning to the universality of polar opposition, a subject into which Russ so fruitfully delves, we have an aspect of reality that has enchanted philosophers since the dawn of history. Symbolized mathematically as either-or and glyphically as either-or (yin/yang) we have, represented instantaneously, the stresses, changes and harmonics that give meaning to existence. Each of these forces in opposition is symbolized individually as yang and yin the positive and negative, male and female principles of life and creativity in the cosmos. Yang is the positive spark of life – male, light, hot, expressive and volatile, it is the sun, the heavens, the meteorites and the mountains. Yin is the negative of this principle–female, dark, cold, receptive and passive, it is the moon, the earth, the caves and the teeming seas. It is alluring and nurturing—repro-
ducing as well as destroying—and in this sense is much like the Hindu representation of Shiva. There can be no meaning to life without the mutual seduction of yang and yin.

In an enlightening way, Russ explains to us the way these forces combine as spirit and matter to produce consciousness.

Russ Michael brings his philosophy to bear with relevance upon today’s problems and shows us that although we must meet ourselves and face our karma, good ultimately overcomes evil. One suggestion of the universal truth of this principle is found in linguistics, through the languages of the world. Returning to the yang and the yin, it is seen in virtually all languages of the earth—some 3,000 in number—that the yang or positive optimistic principle of polarity is by far the preferred, both in freedom from marking (e.g., “happy” vs. “unhappy”) and in actual frequency of usage. If as Russ says, the sweep of time turns thought into reality on the physical plane, then hope for the future is encoded into our native languages. They may be seen as mantras for an evolving consciousness.
Russ Michael proceeds to invoke this new level of awareness as the only answer to the problems of pollution – problems which proceed from the mind as thought precursors reality. It is wonderful to find in Russ such a brother in thought, as in my writings I too have called for such a new level of consciousness or future genesis – truly the only way out now. No lesser effort can reverse the cycle of pollution which must be reversed where it starts – in the mind of man.

Russ Michael shows us where to begin. Perhaps we will have the help of the Avatar of Synthesis or the promised Maitreya of ancient Eastern philosophy. But with or without such materialization, our work must begin now. As I walk the blighted streets of our great cities and look upon the polluted shores of our beloved waters, I know that Russ Michael is right.

Though the hour is late, nothing can stop an idea when its time has come. As Russ explains so meaningfully in this book, our thoughts and deeds must now become the instruments of a new reality.

Richard League
Divine Psychology is a new book that pioneers the science of the Soul. This new all-encompassing science may be destined to create as great a revolution in human consciousness as splitting the atom has done for physical science. The author acknowledges that the age-old revelations he passes on to you in this volume would not be possible for serious publication without the brave pioneering work already done by our parapsychologists.

Parapsychology has very obviously broken through the concrete hard shell of materialism that has surrounded our modern science. Now ESP is a household word in almost every country in the world. Telepathic experiments were undertaken between our space astronauts from the moon to earth. The conscious recollections of previous lifetimes as humans have been carefully researched by many new-age scientists. The “open mind” is a growing new-age phenomenon. Scientists are now rapidly realizing that anything may be possible; and why not, for without an open mind a true scientific posture is impossible.
The true scientist knows that there are no absolute truths in physical science. Only those pioneer scientists who have found their way out of form science and into life science or occultism can speak of absolutes with any kind of certainty. For instance, the esoteric scientist knows there is only one Absolute. All other so-called “absolutes” merely relate to the One. It does not matter whether you or I call this Absolute God or any other reverent or irreverent name; ONE is the basis for all existence.

Divine life science goes a step further. It states that ONE equals THREE equals SEVEN. All the mysteries or esoteric doctrines of the major world religions are based on this life science formula. These mathematical figures and their rightful divisions of the one Absolute are the only true scientific foundations of all our physical sciences. The scientific rationale for this basic esoteric formula is elucidated in this volume.

My prime purpose in writing Divine Psychology is to introduce the intelligent men and women of the world who have gone as far as their equipment will take them into the science of the form (our objective or material world) into the science of life (the subjective or spiritual world).
In my opinion, Section Two of this book, “The Divine Challenge,” ought to be read, pondered and met by every adult on earth. Only when we are aware of our pressing earth-wide problems and their real cause can we work in an intelligent and united way toward their timely solution. Time is running short. Yet, I know a soon enlightened humanity will meet this divine challenge. Will you let me know what you are doing about it?

Russ Michael
Chapter 1

Divine Psychology

Divine Psychology means exactly what the words imply. It means the scientific study and intelligent use of the divine forces within man and nature.

The foremost premise of Divine Psychology is that divinity resides within man. Divinity is the sole source and purpose of his threefold existence. From the greater perspective, man is known as spirit, soul and body. In terms of our physical apparatus, these three aspects are reflected respectively as our mental, emotional and physical bodies. Like his Divine Creator, man functions through a threefold mechanism within three parallel, but unified, realms, worlds or planes of consciousness. Does it make much difference whether we call these major “response mechanisms” our mental nature, our emotional nature, our physical nature or our physical body, our emotional body and our mental body? In either case—pun intended—the average educated individual knows that all “things” are forms of energy. A body of emotional energy expresses the same idea as the mystical phrase, the emotional nature, our mind and so on.
From the preceding sentence, it should be
evident to the careful reader that diviné psychology
would eliminate the present mystical approach to
psychology and will discard the vague terms and
theories by the tens of thousands. In divine life
science, every aspect of creation reduces into a
specific formula. Every dot, line, circle, triangle,
square and star of existence represents an accurate
geometrical form of energy. This is the Book of Life
that can be read and communicated to others by
using specific symbols. Once scientists have learned
how to read this book, they will make use of these
simplified symbols or formulas.

All persons, places and things in the Universe
spring from the ONE. However, the Trinity of God
is also a constant fact in nature. This is because
LIFE and SPACE—the ever-existent duality in
nature—forms reality, or CONSCIOUSNESS. Life,
Space and Consciousness are the synonyms for what
our Christian religion respectively calls our Father,
Son and Holy Spirit. This very exact same triangle
of manifestation occurs in our lower sphere as spirit,
matter and form awareness, clearly apparent within
every human form. Thus, when we speak of body,
soul and spirit, we are referring to etheric substance
or matter to psyche or consciousness and to vitality
or life. There are hosts of synonyms that clearly
refer to the three divine aspects of nature within every *complete* form.

In order to define *Divine Psychology*, we must give form or definition to divinity. What exactly is divinity? It is more than the *life principle* working through our threefold human form, through the threefold form of an atom or through any other phenomenal thing. All forms in nature have life as their motivating agency. Divinity expresses a greater or grander idea. It finds its own expression through beauty and color, through wisdom and idealism, through love and reason, and through quality and purpose. Yet, by no means can divinity be defined as these things. It merely expresses itself *through* and *within* these forms of energy.

The divine resides *within* all things and is the aspect in creation that synthesizes the activity of the life form. It gives meaning and purpose to the drama that the “part” plays within the “whole.” Therefore, *divine psychology* is the science of the divine psyche as it seeks physical expression throughout the universe. It is always the divine self within any fragmented part of the great whole, whether lodged in the collective form of stellar cosmic systems, such as the billions of colossal galaxies surrounding us or nestled within the lesser host of zodiacal constellations and of solar, planetary, human and
atomic systems expressing life. All these systems of living existence embrace our theme.

From another angle the five “i’s”—instinct, intellect, intuition and illumination—lead to and soon express their synthesis as divine insight (the five eyes?). This is just another way of repeating the thought already expressed that the God-part gradually learns to identify with God-Whole self in all forms. First in subhuman kingdoms as an aware self-entity, then through self-consciousness during human evolution, followed by superhuman or group consciousness, and finally as God-Consciousness.

The materialistic school of psychology is right in declaring that the outer form or environment modifies the life within, but they do not go far enough. Clearly, the spiritual self within us is what wills or determines our destiny. That divine germ of life within our own being forms that first nucleus of atomic particles and guides the development of our human tissues and organs into the unique human forms that make up you and me.

In essence, Divine Psychology will reveal the electrical natures of all forms, especially our human mechanisms. The two lower forms of energy or electricity that cause subjective and objective existence will be known. Therefore both existing
schools of psychology, the materialist school and the introspective school, will be synthesized in the recognition that the higher form of electricity we call *life* is the source and cause of material form and consciousness. The long argument about who is right and who is wrong will stop when both schools recognize *they are both right!*

Both schools have been concentrating their major attention on a certain *electrical* characteristic of a human being. The objective (materialist) school has been talking about what a life scientist knows as “frictional” electricity. Now *Divine Psychology* supplies the missing part—*dynamic* or *synthetic* electricity. Thus, the psychological picture of man and nature is complete.

*Divine Psychology* works hand in hand with modern science in stating that every form of life is composed of energy or electricity. This new science now emphasizes the *electrical* nature of man. It postulates that he is a threefold *electrical* entity. At the same time, this now dawning science includes and corrects the presently divided approaches of the introspective and materialist thinkers. Through the presentation of an electrical approach to psychology, all previously existing barriers to a scientific approach to this subject vanishes. Every form in nature from a molecule of gold on up through all the
complex mineral, animal, human and spiritual forms in the kingdoms of nature can be reduced to a simple but accurate formula.

These three major electrical natures within man was charted and known long before our tiny human-bearing planet Earth was formed from the first electrical fire mist.

These basic three electricities—resulting from the combination of LIFE and MATTER—extends further into seven primal electricities. The ONE, the THREE and the SEVEN provide all the essence and firm foundation for the entire magnificent spectacle of heaven and Earth that surrounds and extends into Infinity from wherever we stand.

The era of Divine Psychology has arrived in human consciousness here on Earth! Besides re-teaching us to love rather than to hate, it will help us to keep an open, scientific mind to the nature of our own human and Divine Being.

This volume is not intended as a textbook for the forthcoming science of divine psychology, but rather as a forerunner to this new field. It aims to inspire new thought among scientists and individuals who like to think. The chapters are simply brief introductions to ideas that can be easily ex-
panded into a huge treatise. I am personally certain that many of the readers of this volume will help to initiate this new *science of the soul* into being. Once a small glimpse is obtained into the mysteries of *life* itself, it is difficult for the open-minded scientist or the advanced thinker to return to the so mundane and severely inhibiting ideas about the Cosmic Laws and purposes of human and divine existence.

Φ
Chapter 2

Hylozoistic Structures

There would be no solid foundations for divine psychology without first establishing that LIFE itself is all there is in the universe. Whether we call any specific structure a star, an atmosphere, a hundred dollar bill, a man, a thought, or whatever, it reduces into sheer energy or pure life in some form. Only the degree of life varies. The smallest or largest particle in nature contains some sort of “unified” fragment of God. It is a living thing, a life force, a conscious self-contained within a definite individualized sphere of existence.

This hylozoistic concept reveals the divine truth that death does not exist! Furthermore, our term “inanimate” leads to wrong conclusions and should be redefined as merely a relative static state pertaining only to a limited view of reality. Our human consciousness is not yet geared to penetrate through the veil of appearances into that mysterious arcane where life homogenizes and reforms itself. Yet science knows that energy (or life) cannot be destroyed. The form can be torn apart or disintegrated, exploded into particles or burned to a crisp. Nevertheless, that now greatly modified life persists.
All that we can really predicate scientifically is that a greater force of life has acted upon a lesser force of life and *modified* it. The aftereffect is merely a greater fragmentation of a larger “unified” consciousness into lesser but still unified forms of life, thus of continuity of consciousness.

In the meantime, what has really happened is that the third aspect (frictional electricity) has lost its hold on the form while the second aspect (solar electricity) continues to exist in a unified state of consciousness. Life continues to move right on concerning both types of electricity. *Death* is a deceptive illusion to the limited eye of the physical plane human observer.

The words that you and I speak, the words imprinted neatly on this page, the words you think and even your very most nebulous idea *has life*. Meanwhile, the potency of your words or mine, of your thoughts and mine, is in direct relation to the amount of life contained within them. Hidden within this thought is the life science reason why TRUTH lasts forever while lies lose their life and potency. A lie lacks life or integrity, so it will soon disintegrate when confronted with the greater force of truth. In the same vein, the old axiom that “nothing can stop an idea when it’s time has come” expresses the very same idea in reverse. Truth keeps
putting life into its expression. Always what the sensitives or visionaries like Galileo, Columbus, Einstein, etc., first will mentally register as a tenuous idea through the life force vested in them eventually precipitates as a concrete fact or form in space. The Biblical fiat of God, “Let there be light,” has found greater fulfillment on Earth through that focal point of threefold life or electricity that we know as discovered by Tesla and his contemporary, Thomas Alva Edison.

Life manifests as would be expected through a major triplicity of effects within or through all space or form, color, or shade of light, sound or note. The higher frequency waves of life always manifesting as vibration during all phenomenal existence permeates and pervades them all.

*Divine Psychology* will supply every scientist and student of life with more food-for-thought than found anywhere else in this world. For deep underneath our hard shell of mindly vesture lies the golden kernel of truth, the secret tasty nut of divine wisdom.

Divinity, postured into countless forms of reality, waits to be consumed by the hungry hunter. It is destined to be consummated by she or he who searches diligently for it. Though “feasting on truth”
can be a delightfully tasty new experience, if you do find so many things on my menu here hard to swallow at first, remember that we have been conditioned for ages to eat on only the outer chaff of life. Once you get over your first strange mental reaction to the rich and satisfying taste of the golden meat within, you will not settle for any less enlightening mental dish or emotional ecstasy. So be it and so it is.

Φ
Chapter 3
Involution vs. Evolution

Everyone is familiar with the word *evolution* yet so few people have encountered the word *involution*.

Science has classified and categorized countless physical facts that infer beyond the slightest doubt the progressive, evolutionary characteristic of form—whether mineral, vegetable, animal or human. Nevertheless, to examine only one side of a dual electrical phenomenon places the viewer in an obvious state of disadvantage. In this peculiar situation, he cannot observe the *whole* world of life and form. This is tantamount to looking at the “tail” side of a coin and saying there is no “head.”

Science is right and true as far as it has gone toward the study and analysis of the *form side* of life. Yet no matter how accurate and detailed an account we have of *only one side* of an equation our view must be and is partial, thus completely illogical.

In relation to our evolution, this unscientific permissiveness to deal with *partial* approaches to
reality is the direct cause of our terrible problem on earth of sound pollution, air pollution, soil pollution, water pollution and such toxic, poisonous, food pollution. Humanity has ignorantly permitted its supposedly responsible governing body in almost every country in the world to give almost free license for business and industry to use poisonous materials in “tolerable” amounts. This is great for the greedy but shows the shortsighted or small-pointed view of all us individuals responsible for this travesty. The accumulative factor of radiation or poisons, etc., has not been taken into account. Unless this sad situation is remedied very quickly evolution on this planet could cease without Divine intervention.

The immutable Law of Cause and Effect works despite all the excuses and supposed good intentions of those who initiate wrong action. All kingdoms in nature today suffer from excessive atomic radiation, excessive sound vibration and tens of thousands of horrible chemical poisons. As if to illustrate my point, at the typing of this last sentence a jet overhead shrieked and thundered by at an almost intolerable pitch. The sensitivity of all our human senses are gradually being usurped through forced impingement upon our consciousness and its mechanisms of response. All forms of life in all the
kingdoms of life on earth are being forced into a slow, and sometimes very quick, unhealthy and early extinction or death.

This brings us to a moot question. What are you actually doing to further a healthful continuance of human evolution on earth? Do you want your wife, husband, sweetheart, children, friends and other fellow human beings to live in a sick kind of a world? I know you do not, so let us do something to prove it! Why not make sure the FDA or its equivalent in your country is staffed by “world servers,” by scientists who have been trained to think in “whole terms,” not by specialists who are unaware of or incapable of thinking in global terms or who appear to favor or are bribed by special interest groups to poison us further?

No organism can survive or continue a healthy evolutionary existence on a chemical diet. Yet the local newspaper reported a breakthrough by one of the large oil companies responsible for a great share of our chemical existence. The writer indicated that the oil company had found a way to make oil from a combination of rubbish and manure, ignorantly remarking that manure was good for nothing anyway since chemical fertilizers were obviously superior! Since this kind of abysmal ignorance is accepted by uneducated readers without question,
his comment needs to be publicly refuted at once, which I am doing here now.

Man keeps introducing chemical substances into the environment without serious thought. Poisons are put into the evolutionary pattern of earth that were never intended by nature. When the soil, water or air is deficient or poisoned, then the plant kingdom that draws its substance from them must be sickly and deficient of vitality or life. In turn, the animals who now feast on plant life and dependent on the plant kingdom for proper and complete nutrition will also suffer the bad effects of malnutrition. It follows that humans who feed on all three of the lower kingdoms also find themselves bereaved of proper nutrition.

This seeming divergence into the drastic state of our earthly ecology is expounded on in more detail in Chapter 29, “The Role of Nutrition in Divinity,” of this book and again in the Appendix. I know that without other life on earth there is no hope for further human evolution. We must stop the greedy and ignorant from violating our troubled waters, from ravishing our earth and putrefying our skies and therefore directly contaminating you and me. No form of life can escape the effect of our present, past, and continuing, widespread misuse of our planetary resources. One very eminent doctor who
has examined thousands of lungs claims that everyone over the age of twelve already has some form of emphysema. Adults just do not have clean pink lungs anymore. If you are like me, this use of carbon-based energy must be halted.

In our later discussion of nutrition, we will illustrate that even the high increase of crime and juvenile delinquency directly relates to the foolish refining and processing of foods. Nature works with “wholes.” All “fragmented” foods are inadequate. People were fooled into thinking that humanity’s existence depends on big business and industry instead of life itself! This is the great illusion that makes a mockery out of reality. Even science has been swayed by this “great beast” and has been innocently duped to deliberately keep the average person’s eye trained on the FORM aspect, thus losing sight of the LIFE aspect.

In this chapter, I have discussed our human evolution. If it is so polluted, can it continue naturally on this planet? Now let us examine the other side of this duality process—involution. Involution, the downward and outward process of life into matter, can be shown through simple mathematics in the following example: *none* experience *plus one* experience equals *one* experience. No matter how minute this first impact in consciousness
appears to us, it is nevertheless the first fragmentation or beginning of form life! And every mighty life or entity that informs a star, a human being or a simple amoeba today began according to this formula.

Shall we continue with it? One more experience added to the first creates two experiences within this elementary form of consciousness, which is now a self-contained unit of one. Every experience adds to a more and more complex consciousness until human self-consciousness occurs. At this point involution would normally cease as the self comes together in full consciousness. Technically, this is when divine evolution begins. A human is the first fully individual “I Am” self-conscious god. Rocks, plants and animals are not.

In terms of form evolution, the wheels or cycles of experience gradually increase the external size to fit the complexity within. The magnitudes of consciousness build layer by layer, life by life. Always the greater life contains the lesser lives within it. As pointed out previously, we are the cells within the God “in whom we live and have our being” just as the lesser lives in our cells, and the atoms within our cells are lesser lives to them.
In summary, evolution and involution always go hand in hand. One is impossible without the other. Without the dual intra-motion, the triplicity of form life could not exist; for unless evolving form “calls forth” for more matter with which to grow the material or involutionary aspect of divinity and of all Creation would be static.

Evolution signifies an upward, inward motion and there can be no evolution until a downward, outward or involutionary descent of life into form has taken place.

Divine psychology must be based upon the premise that all existence emerges from a greater unit of One, and that an obvious duality can also be distinguished within any living form. Both life and form, or spirit and matter, are self-evident in all living things. We may also express this same primary duality as energy and mass. The physicist and the life scientist often speak of the very same thing only the words are different.

The wheel of life turns both ways, whirling the countless forms within it this way and that. Involution and evolution also compare analogously to centripetal and centrifugal force. The first impetus of the turning wheel is to draw and bind the various forms of life into physical or dense manifestation.
Then at a certain angle of incidence, it frees or throws them off. Call it outflow and inflow, evolution and involution, or by whatever you wish; the entire universe and all its parts follow this heartbeat rhythm of inhalation then exhalation, contraction then expansion, ad infinitum.

Each fragment of life follows this world process, cognition within cognition, memory within memory, power within power, world within world, fact within fact, action within action, duty within duty, light within light, sun within sun, individuality within individuality, ascending and descending from every point in space, endlessly, ceaselessly.

Atoms make up molecules; molecules make up compounds; compounds make up cells; cell tissues gather to make up organs; organs to make bodies; bodies make up communities; communities make up classes and races; classes and races make up kingdoms; kingdoms make up planets; planets make up solar systems; and so on, unending. Nowhere is simplicity indivisible, nowhere complexity final. All is relative.

Every fragmented life, embodied within any form (by any name) follows the ceaseless pattern. The God self descends through seven planes of existence. As he passes down into the succeeding
plane he dresses himself in a new coat of skin (occultly speaking), one coat borrowed from each region of consciousness. At last, he reaches the black depth, emerging on the physical plane as a single particle of energy, flashing forth as a point of light.

Φ
Divine psychology is simply the extension of the One biologically, mathematically and geometrically.

In occult mathematics, we have already discovered that one plus one equals three. SPIRIT and MATTER equal CONSCIOUSNESS. And when these three primary foundations of all existence are arranged in all their possible combinations we have seven different formulas.

For example: When Spirit is labeled A, matter is designated as B and consciousness as C. There we have our primary formula of ABC, arranged in all possible combinations, with small letters depicting modified force:

\[ \text{ABC} + \text{AB}c + \text{Ac}b + \text{BC}a = \text{CAb} + \text{CBa} = \text{SEVEN RAYS} \]

The first ray, ABC, is undivided, homogenous and whole. This aspect of creation is the source of the first particle of differentiation. Occultly, this plane is the region of the fire mist. The first ray expresses dynamic electricity. Each of these great rays expresses a different type of electricity, light or
psychological quality. If you are interested in understanding Divine Psychology, you will commit the following chart to memory. It is the foundation stone of this *Science of the Soul*.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RAY</th>
<th>QUALITY</th>
<th>COLOR</th>
<th>SENSE</th>
<th>PLANET</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FIRST</td>
<td>WILL &amp; POWER</td>
<td>RED</td>
<td>TOUCH</td>
<td>VULCAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SECOND</td>
<td>LOVE &amp; WISDOM</td>
<td>BLUE</td>
<td>INTUITION</td>
<td>JUPITER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THIRD</td>
<td>ACTIVE INTELLIGENCE</td>
<td>YELLOW</td>
<td>SIGHT</td>
<td>SATURN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOURTH</td>
<td>HARMONY THROUGH CONFLICT</td>
<td>ORANGE</td>
<td>SMELL</td>
<td>MERCURY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIFTH</td>
<td>CONCRETE SCIENCE &amp; KNOWLEDGE</td>
<td>GREEN</td>
<td>MIND</td>
<td>VENUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIXTH</td>
<td>DEVOTION &amp; IDEALISM</td>
<td>VIOLET</td>
<td>TASTE</td>
<td>MARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVENTH</td>
<td>CEREMONIAL ORDER &amp; MAGIC</td>
<td>INDIGO</td>
<td>HEARING</td>
<td>MOON</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All seven of the basic aspects of God involutes into material form. The train of descent follows a natural progression from ONE to THREE to SEVEN. On the evolutionary ascent the reverse occurs. The Seven Rays resolve back into the primary three and from there again into the ONE or formless ONE.

Each of these seven rays is easily analyzed in terms of sound, color and shape. There are seven basic notes, seven basic colors and seven basic
shapes. Each sound, color or shape has a distinct physical function. For example: the Russians have been doing amazing experiments with the triangle or pyramid shape. They have used it to mummify or preserve food, and, believe it or not, to sharpen dull razor blades. This comes as no surprise to the esotericist who knows that the triangle represents the Third Aspect of Deity (the Mother Aspect), which nourishes and preserves the form of things.

More explicit data on these seven rays and their function in the process of divine creation may be found in my book *The Secret Arcane Science of the MYSTERIES*, or in any of the five illuminating volumes of the *Treatise on the Seven Rays* by Alice A Bailey. These and many other classic esoteric books were dictated telepathically to Alice Bailey by Djwhal Khul, the Master D.K., my own guiding, beloved and highly esteemed 'outer plane' Master Mentor.

Φ
Chapter 5

The Universal Etheric Body

Ether is another name of electricity. Following our basic premise, there are seven types of etheric substance, or electricity. In terms of consciousness, these seven ethers are distinguished as seven different fields or planes of existence as illustrated on the following chart:

THE SEVEN COSMIC PLANES

DIVINE
MONADIC
SPIRITUAL
INTUITIVE
MENTAL
EMOTIONAL
PHYSICAL

The ONE God holds the entire form of the Universe in one, huge interrelating, interacting unit through the medium of His sevenfold etheric body. That is another way of saying that all things are related and connected to God. Brotherhood is a fact in nature. It exists, not only between man and man, but also between the denizens of all kingdoms in nature. The subhuman entities are our “younger”
brothers and the super human beings are our “older” brothers.

The factual existence of this single gigantic universal etheric body explains the otherwise unsolvable mystery of why communication through space is nearly instant. The center of contact between a sender and a receiver is the same. Divinity embraces all points within it. Space measured in terms of linear measurement becomes negated when the God self abides everywhere at once. This Unit of One is the medium for all communication. The difference resides in the subatomic ether used to send forth the message. The lower the vibration, the lower the level of subplane ether used. Whether by drum, radio, television, visual, intuitive, or whatever, the mode determines the level of etheric substance needed for communication.

Our own intricate human body makes its appearance and maintains its appearance on the physical plane via our own human etheric vehicle. Our etheric body keeps instant contact with all other portions of itself. This explains why pain transmits instantly via the human electrical telegraphic nervous system from our thumb to our head instantly and vice versa.
As soon as scientists in every field realize that we live in an electrical universe, the sooner they will begin to make intelligent use of the specific laws of electricity involved in their own particular field.

Humankind has come a tremendous way from darkness to light in the last few hundred years, but he is just beginning. He is just awakening. The stupor of sleep has not yet left his numbed brain. In time, this murky condition will clear. Then in the full consciousness of the full light of day, humanity will consciously begin its first creative work on earth. Man will realize that he is on this green and blue planet to be a conscious mediator between the lower and higher kingdoms of Earth. But first the individual must do what humanity will do on a large scale. He must integrate himself. Then he may join the other advanced units among humanity and achieve “planetary consciousness.” When enough human units have achieved this stage, the entire body of humanity will integrate into one huge, creative center. When this occurs, the etheric body of earth will knit tightly together. This etheric fusion is happening today at great speed through what we call mass media and especially via the internet.

Whatever an organ of this Great Planetary Being is called, be it the United States of America, Russia,
China or Africa, makes no difference. All of these physical organs of this Great Planetary Being must work together in complete harmony before any useful progress on an interplanetary scale can be achieved. Divine Psychology will aid this consciousness act of planetary integration. What are you doing to expedite this process?
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Chapter 6

Influence of Astrology

Most educated people know that the influence of one heavenly body on another is called astrology.

Yet, very few people know that every known science, including the science of divine psychology, is subservient to the science of astrology. You will understand when you remember that the greater force always controls the lesser force. Astrology will someday be able to chart the down-flow of heavenly forces in specific detail as they descend from cosmic regions outside of our zodiac and from there to our solar and planetary systems, ending finally with the reception and response of collective and individual man to these stellar energies.

Like all other sciences, astrology has an exoteric and an esoteric function. Exoteric (or outer) astrology deals with form electricity, while esoteric (or inner) astrology deals with subjective electricity.

The daily horoscopes you encounter in newspapers and astrology magazines throughout the country and world deal with exoteric astrology. As
in this field, just like in other more known sciences, there are few esoteric astrologers. Dane Rudhyar and Vera W. Reid are two prime examples. They have done much to acquaint the public consciousness (and their colleagues) with the concepts of esoteric astrology.

Divinity has rhythm and purpose. Life moves from point to point in cyclic fashion. It is not a point that the giant constellations occupy a purposeful place, rather just the opposite. Our insignificant planet with its myriads of microbes crawling around on it (called humanity) has a purpose to these Great Lives that embody the heavenly “spheres.” We are an extension of these Great Beings and their physical bodies. Who are we to say that they serve our purpose? That is complete ignorance of the heavenly “chain of command.”

As would be surmised, the entire vault of the heavens follows esoteric mathematics. At the phenomenal level, it divides into seven huge centers of rotating, spiraling, forward-moving activity (or life). Each one of these three primary types of motion is a corresponding reflection of the three primary aspects of Divinity. The peculiar type of electricity caused by any one of these forms of motion has the same effect (according to the degree of response) on all the forms swept into the radius
of their influence by the ever-present, exact, unerring, unfailing Law of Attraction.

In keeping with this theme, on a much smaller scale, man also has seven major etheric centers in his body. These etheric concentrations of energy are the receiving centers for the divine impulses sent from astrological centers in the heavens. This fact reveals why the constellations and planets, with their vectors of force, have a definite and obvious influence on the daily behavior of an individual.

There is more fact than fiction to a good horoscope analysis. However, use of these daily forecasts as a guide may do more harm than good, even if you are fortunate to find an astrologer who is accurate. This is because these horoscopes are cast according to the “form” influences, while our consciousness should be responding to the “life” influences instead. That is why all intelligent astrologers are the first to admit that the stars compel but man still has free will and free choice! Man should rise above his “lower” or form self. He is not the body, the emotional nature or the mind! These are his sensitive tools and merely that. They are the mechanisms of response that he has built through the ages to gain experience and control in the lower three planes of consciousness.
At our present point in human evolution, the casting of individual horoscopes en masse has little worth. Only three aspects of his chart need concern man: his moon sign (indicating his past status), his sun sign (indicating his present assets) and his rising sign (indicating his goal, and his needed future assets). In time the esoteric astrologers will be able to forecast “moments of crisis” (or opportunity) that concern humanity as a group or for specific groups within earth humanity. This knowledge will aid in bringing through certain key revelations in many fields of human endeavor.

In summary, Divine Psychology is a part of the Science of Astrology by necessity, not choice, and is a useful tool to reveal the source and cause of human divinity.
Chapter 7

The Necessity of Rebirth

Once the process behind the mystery of rebirth is known, the idea will be perfectly acceptable to all scientists. And for the time being, if man would only accept the hypothesis that even the ONE God moves into and out of his worldly form, time and again, it would be no mystery that every atom within His existence would repeat this same process. Secondly, scientists have proven to their full satisfaction that the two primary aspects of nature, energy and mass, cannot be destroyed, merely modified, back and forth, from one state to another.

Does it take much thoughtful effort to note that the life energy we call human consciousness follows the same procedure? Rebirth is simply the modification of the mass at physical levels into a new form, starting with a primary nucleus and expanding through other natural physical growth processes into the birth of a human child.

The physical structure of man (the mass aspect) might be destroyed by violent acts such as murder or accidents, but the life (or energy aspect) cannot
be destroyed. It simply changes shape temporarily until through a combination of cause and effect and will that very same entity goes through the process of reincarnation. It should come as no surprise that the God self within man is indestructible.

The average scientist does not know what happens to the self-centered life force at the death and demolition of the physical human form. This is not his province. However, this author knows it well. Every occultist (but not everyone who says he or she is an occultist) understands this process thoroughly. Occultism or the Science of the Soul preceded all other known sciences on this planet. It makes clear sense when you realize that all things move from the unknown to the known. Light appears, or comes out of darkness! It is only dark from our point of view! Phrased another way, idea or thought precedes form. Only man, working through and limited to his five known senses, works from the known to the unknown.

Every human race on every humanoid planet in the universe was preceded by great spiritual beings that developed the new cultures in the same way that man, in one of his roles as a biologist (a great being to microbes), develops all sorts of germ cultures in his laboratory.
Another exceptionally good rationale for an argument for rebirth—one that the average scientist or citizen from our Western world is unaware of—is that almost every great thinker, world leader and outstanding leader in some area of human consciousness throughout world history has known or believed very strongly that *reincarnation is a fact in nature*! None of these people were irrational, they were the keenest thinkers in the world. Not one, not hundreds, but tens of thousands of our most highly developed (physically, emotionally, mentally and intuitively) individuals on earth have publicly or privately attested to the fact of their first-hand knowledge and/or great personal conviction that rebirth is a natural process in the universe. All life works in cycles.

Actually, no other philosophical system fabricated by man can explain the otherwise wide discrepancies concerning the Law of Cause and Effect in the world. The Science of Occultism, based on the Law of One, finds no such problem. All “things” appear at one level or another through the working out of natural law! Man, trapped within a time-space barrier, fails to recognize his own divinity, thus also his own indestructibility.

Soon (consider this a prophecy) man will perfect an electrical device that will photograph the actual
exit of his *etheric body* from his gross physical vehicle *at the exact time of body death*. This will absolutely destroy the platform supporting the materialist view and will end the argument forever by proving that man is able to survive physical death. Then Divine Psychology will provide the only logical premise and the working tools for the further development of the God self while *in* or *out* of physical incarnation.

Φ
Chapter 8

Three-Dimensional Man

Man truly was made in the image of his Creator. He operates on the physical plane through a threefold mechanism. We call these three different types of electrical energy the mental body, the emotional body and the etheric body. All three of these living bodies synthesize within his dense physical vehicle. This gross atomic body does not have a principle of its own, therefore cannot be counted as a vital body.

The hard fleshy frame is merely an aggregate of atomic particles attracted by and adhering to the etheric vehicle. When man dies, thereby withdrawing the etheric body, the remaining physical structure simply disintegrates according to natural law. This includes the etheric centers that formed and held the human organism together into a single unit. Since there is no cohering force now to hold the physical remains into a meaningful shape, the second aspect, or Law of Attraction no longer holds sway and the third aspect, the Law of Economy, rules the lifeless form. They have no binding
purpose, so each atom seeks its own self-survival and repulses the other atomic units around it.

When scientists recognize that the Law of Attraction is what holds together all living things, they will have their rational explanation for the disintegration process that occurs after death, when that great law ceases to operate. There certainly can be no more of a strain to refer to the three *major* laws (the Law of Synthesis, the Law of Attraction and the Law of Economy) than speaking of the law of relativity (a subsidiary law of one of these). It is all a matter of communication and familiarity. Man has been studying the form aspect (the Law of Economy and its subsidiary laws) and has done wonders in this area. Now he must recognize and reveal the subtler electricities of the inner self, of the Law of Attraction and its subsidiary laws. These new formulas will open vistas undreamed of by any except the most responsive visionaries. Modern science is just in the “ABC” stage now. The greater concepts underlying it will begin to emerge through Divine Psychology.

Threefold man may also be regarded in ordinary psychological terms as a duality: lower man and higher man.
Lower man (presided over by his personality), works through his three vital bodies on the physical plane, gradually developing *insight* from one plateau into the next higher plane through the three electrical energy mechanisms, *instinct, intellect and intuition*.

Higher man (presided over by his soul), adds the faculty of spiritual *illumination* to the awakened consciousness of the whole man, and behind this stands *identity*, or spiritual self at all times.

When the three bodies of man are interpreted in terms of electricity, then accuracy concerning the material and psychological states of man can be expected. Until then, all the fragmented sciences will continue to work in error. Modern science knows much about the material world but almost nothing about the *life* aspect. At present, there is no single branch or science of learning that deals with the whole organism of man. Thus, none of these sciences can deal adequately with reality.

As long as the material concept that one plus one equals *two* instead of three prevails, science will remain blind to the higher laws of the universe. Dimensional consciousness is needed. But never fear, many scientists who read these words will do so with an open mind; many will be inspired to
blaze open amazing new frontiers, either within their own field or apart from it. The old-timers unable to change their present fixed view no matter how logical, the new ones, or those who simply cannot comprehend the mystery of life at causal levels will die out.

There is a new breed of scientists, who are open-minded and naturally think in whole terms. Many of them have discovered the use of a formal meditation technique and are using it to expand their insight into divinity. These new-age scientists will gradually incorporate these newly (to them) discovered laws into the existing sciences. As the frontispiece prefacing my book, *Why and How of Meditation* reads, “A new scientific truth does not triumph by convincing its opponents and making them see the light, but rather because its opponents eventually die, and a new generation is familiar with it.” The author of these words of wisdom is none other than the world-renowned scientist, Max Planck.

The average or undeveloped man is confined to existence within the three lower worlds of being. Each one of his three bodies equips him for contact at its corresponding level. Each body is related to one of the three major types of electricity.
The *etheric body* (utilizing frictional electricity) gives shape and form to the human unit. It is the reflection of dense earth, the grounded or activity aspect of creation. The etheric centers within this body galvanize the physical body into action. They have the major influence on the psychological and mental life of the inner being. It is the glands, their dense counterpart, that exude their fiery secretions into the bloodstream and rapidly condition the emotional and mental health of the individual.

The *emotional body* (or astral body) reflects the feeling or love nature of Deity. Solar electricity provides its source. This very sensitive vehicle is the actual correspondence to water on the physical plane, being exceptionally fluid in nature. Man spends his moments of consciousness within this vehicle during the hours of physical plane sleep. His soul merely disconnects its thread of consciousness connected to its etheric head center. Then it *passes out* through one of its astral etheric centers into the “land of dreams” or “astral plane.”

The *mental body* expresses the thought or will aspect of Deity. Dynamic energy or electricity provides its source. Man's mind is the link connecting him to his spiritual being, just as love is the bridging electricity between his soul and personal consciousness, while his etheric body relates him to
his personality life on the physical plane. The correspondence to the mental body on the physical plane is fire.

At the very bottom of this unified structure called man is his fleshy physical body to which he usually ascribes such importance and which is *nothing but an automaton*! Fewer people will continue to identify so strongly with their fleshy body when made aware of this fact. The physical structure has no life or goal of its own. It merely acts as a medium whereby threefold man can buy his experiments, experiences and expressions of life on the mental, emotional and physical (etheric) planes.
Chapter 9

The Personality

Following the schematic of all creation, consciousness always works through one focal point within its sevenfold mechanism. These seven focal points are as follows:

1. God
2. The Monad
3. The Soul
4. The personality
5. The mental body
6. The emotional body
7. The etheric body

The first three listed above are primary. Each one of the primaries also can divide into three aspects. The fourth outpost in form consciousness, the personality, works through a square form of electricities as opposed to the triangular electrical forms of the first three. As indicated previously, it presides over the lower three bodies of energy, integrating them all through itself as a unit of one. It works through the pituitary body in our dense physical brain. In contrast, the soul works through the pineal gland, a reflection of the higher head center.
It is the unique combination of two streams of electrical energy. One stream is the soul descending and working through the pineal gland and the other stream is the personality lifting up and working through the pituitary body that produces what the occultist knows as the “third eye.” When there is enough tension existing between these two centers, a spark of electricity literally leaps the gap and flashes forth as a ray or beam of light. This may only occur when brain, mind and soul align. If you are into astrology, you can work out the heavenly correspondences for these three human spheres of consciousness.

When you and I die, our personality disappears forever, but the “I” within us lives eternally. The face and form that our soul constructs during each incarnation is different, but underneath all of them stand you or me. Sometimes we may build a female form, other times a male vehicle. It all depends on whether we need to accentuate the feeling or thinking nature within our being. The Law of Cause and Effect determines our choice, for our natures have a built-in regulator. We must meet ourselves. What is put into life must be received in life. No one else can take our rewards or punishments for us. The perverted teaching of Christianity by the ignorant clergy, who often do not have the slightest idea and understanding of the mysteries, who say that the
The historic man Jesus or the Christ Who overshadowed him will “make up” for our sins is a terrible untruth. That is contrary to all laws of nature. If nature (or God) is just, and you can be sure He is, then there must be and is total justice in the world.

The Law of Grace intimated by these false teachers means something else completely. For instance, if you are doing much work for the Christ, yet you still owe a debt for murdering someone in a previous lifetime (or the present), instead of being murdered yourself to pay this debt, the Law of Grace can offset this karma. Instead of another slaughtering you, you save your prior victim’s life!

Once a man has paid his karmic debts and has a soul conversion, meaning he turns away from his previous life of crime, he immediately gains salvation. The key point in human consciousness occurs when a man realizes that he, and none other, is responsible for his salvation from the wheel of physical existence; then he constantly goes about “saving himself” through right thinking, right feeling and right acting. This is how man builds his eternal rewards in the heavens. He determines his own future.

It is the lower man, our personality, which must realize its self-identity. Our soul already knows and expresses divinity. This latter fact explains the
otherwise contradictory statement that all human beings are Masters already. According to the advanced teachers of humanity, it is just a matter of discovering it for ourselves. Simple reason tells us that we cannot disagree with this statement since ONE God is the ultimate source of your being and mine.

Nevertheless, man must subdue his lower mechanisms of response. The power of his personality always exists in direct ratio to the integration and control of his lower three vehicles. The man or woman who does not have control of all three of these bodies of electrical energy must pay the price. Until he is able to exert firm self-control over his mind, emotions and physical drives, his life will lack harmony and true personal success. There is an old saying that the man who controls himself controls more power than the man who controls a huge army. This is true, for without self-control, health, wealth and power are meaningless. One of the main projects of Divine Psychology will be to aid the great mass of personality-centered units in humanity to transmuted their lower selves, to be fully integrated human beings.

Φ
Chapter 10

The Individual

No one is really the self-sufficient individual he thinks he is until the electrical force of the soul flows freely through his nature. Though an individual may exhibit a powerful personality, he merely expresses frictional electricity at its best (or worst). He is a man of action, but lacks intelligent planning and purpose as far as “long-range” living is concerned. In contrast, the soul-infused personality shows forth as a man of purpose and power too. The man, who is truly individual, responds to and utilizes the ray force, or magnetic energy of his soul, to dominate his own lower nature and the rest of his surrounding environment.

It is interesting to note that when a person “lacks personality,” we are saying that the lower man lacks expression or aliveness within one, two or all three of his lower vehicles of expression. On the other hand, a person who shows keen intelligence, warm (but occultly cool) control of his emotions, and is vitally physically coordinated, gains immediate recognition by all as being “filled” with personality.
All of us know many persons who have great personal charm at all levels. Yet only when these charms are subordinated by soul control, do we have the strong individual, the man or woman who pioneers new fields of thought, who opens new areas of life experience for all of humanity. Lincoln, Plato, Columbus, Moses, Jesus and Tolstoy are a few outstanding examples of strong individuals in history. Today, we have Ralph Nader, Ann Wigmore, Richard Buckminster Fuller, Manly P. Hall, Napoleon Hill, Swami Satchidananda, U Thant and thousands more of highly individualized human beings who are busy serving all humanity on Earth.

The person who fails to think of humanity in terms of the whole earth instead of just his country, his race or his creed, lives obviously within the narrow confines of his personality. The statement that someone “is square” has much occult significance, for it means that the person cannot transcend his fourfold, or four-sided nature; he is outdated, someone who is still working with the old form aspect when he should have left it far behind long before.

The true individual realizes that every human being on earth is divine. Every individual in life is entitled to the Four Freedoms, as expressed by that great disciple of truth, Franklin Roosevelt in the
Freedom of Worship, the Freedom of Expression and Speech, and the Freedom from Fear.

The individual consciously sacrifices his personality for the group good. The personality-controlled entity is unable to do this.

Every one of us must first go through the process of becoming a strong, selfish personality-centered individual. All men must learn to be conscious of self; later, self-assertiveness becomes predominate. We can observe this process repeated in the life of every child.

Only when the personality has built a well-integrated, self-sufficient mechanism can the soul force be stable enough for the true human being or individual to appear. Then the very distinctive energies of intelligent love and dynamic will are clearly apparent within this individual.

The highly touted “rugged individualism” merely relates to a powerful, self-centered personality. He definitely is not a true individual being as related in this text. We only become “our own man” when our true inner self takes charge of the threefold outer form, thus usurping the personality.

The individual does not have to prove himself. He has long ceased to call attention to himself;
instead, he constantly seeks to decentralize his own importance in the scheme of things. The individual searches for, recognizes and tries to aid his peers and that great group of spiritual individuals who form the *White Brotherhood* on earth.

Observing and defining whether a patient lives as a personality or as an individual will be the preliminary step of every Divine Psychologist.
Chapter 11

Continuity of Consciousness

The ultimate state for every student of Divine Psychology to achieve is continuity of consciousness. There is more to this phrase than the few words used to state it imply. The continuity referred to here does not mean the linear bridging across space and time or the simple gapping of consciousness between two points. Continuity of consciousness means much more; it relates man to fourth-dimensional consciousness. The continuity extends geometrically through space embracing height, depth and width, and embracing subjective or causal levels of consciousness.

Continuity of consciousness means the ability to keep the thread of communication open between the indweller of a form and his higher and lower bodies of awareness. For example, each night when you and I step out of our physical vesture and slip into our astral form, we venture forth into the astral plane.

When continuity of consciousness develops, man can establish inner contact with every living thing. Time and distance offer no barrier to him. He
can recall former lifetimes, move consciously into or out of his sleep and travel in the astral plane at will.

From another perspective, continuity of consciousness shows as motion of conscious life from one particle of nature, up through all the kingdoms of nature, always bridging across the death of a prior form into the succeeding one. This is another way of saying that death is no barrier to continuity or immortality. Only the form dies. Life moves on.

Continuity of consciousness is also the ability to meet every other living thing at the intuitive or inner plane of existence. When this occurs, divinity will have achieved its goal for us on earth, for then we will be fully conscious human beings.

Φ
Chapter 12

The Dense Physical Body

The average man looks at himself in the mirror and thinks the reflection staring back is himself! Since you are not the average person, you know better. You are not the body, meaning the dense vehicle that carries out your physical activities, nor are you the etheric body that sustains it, nor the emotional, nor the mental. For the purpose of our discussion, you and I are both souls who have built these marvelous mechanisms of response that have enabled us consciously to explore the many dimensions in time and space.

You and I do not literally live in the physical world. As souls, we work entirely outside of time. We occupy a “spaceless space” on the intuitive plane. The only problem is the inability to communicate abstract ideas with words. Yet, there is only one space that contains all forms and formless aggregates of life forces. From our point of view in the lower three worlds of the mental, emotional and physical planes, the soul seems formless. Yet, from another view, our soul “occupies” a threefold form known as you or me, while it truly stands outside of time and space. From that vantage point, it controls
the three shadows of itself (our physical, emotional and mental bodies).

Please remember that the etheric body is the real body in the physical plane. Our dense atomic vehicle merely follows the electrical currents within our three-fold nature, manifesting as substance according to the quality and geometry of our basic rays. This hardened shell has no life of its own, as easily observed when the soul withdraws and what man calls death occurs. *There is no death!* I make this point well in my booklet by that name.

All the bodies of man have a vital principle that holds them together. In occult language, these separated (but united together) bodies of energy are the three elementals. Each one of these elementals has a life of its own. The physical elemental expresses itself through our physical drives and gross appetites. Our emotional elemental lives through our feelings, guided by those powerful electric polarities we call love and hate and the myriad of subdivisions of these emotions. The mental elemental utilizes the intellect for its life expression. It works through rotary motion. This explains why it is difficult for us to change our minds. All things follow a cyclic or rotary pattern, and continue on this course of least resistance unless modified by a stronger force. It always takes an effort, an act of will to control our
thinking. Usually we are controlled by mind instead of vice versa. Only the student of meditation, the man or woman who pauses from the activity around him, is able to realize his lack of mind control and then start consciously to do something about it.

Science has gone far in the detailed charting of the life processes that go on throughout our dense physical human structure. No intelligent person would argue with the bulk of the discoveries. However, divine psychology must rescue modern science from its present impasse. The answer to the secret of life cannot be found in the mere division and subdivision of the form. They must look “upward” for their next basic postulate. Not one (matter alone), but two polarities are necessary to produce the phenomena we call life. When spirit and matter (or energy and mass) merge, then motion (or life) appears. When spurred by divine psychology to study matter and spirit as one, then fantastic new breakthroughs will occur.

What we call the human physical body was developed many billions of years ago in the solar system that served as the body of our presently incarnated Solar Deity.

Φ
Chapter 13

Our Five Senses Extended

The man and woman who have never awakened to the esoteric insights of life automatically think of themselves as limited to sensing life through the ordinary five senses. He or she is unaware that nature works through seven doorways, or seven distinct dimensions of consciousness. The occultist knows that the missing two senses, not yet defined within academic thinking or expression, are *mind* and *intuition*.

Not only does the individual learned in the science of life know that the five known senses must extend to seven, but is also capable of extending them dimensionally into higher ranges of consciousness. The entire field of psychic phenomena, approached with such zest today by parapsychologists and the public, will find its logical explanation within the following chart. Since man is not yet fully aware of his higher two senses, there is no need to include them or their extensions.
THE FIVE SENSES EXTENDED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HEARING</th>
<th>TOUCH</th>
<th>SIGHT</th>
<th>TASTE</th>
<th>SMELL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical</td>
<td>Physical</td>
<td>Physical Sight</td>
<td>Physical Taste</td>
<td>Physical Smell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hearing</td>
<td>Touch</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clairaudience</td>
<td>Psychometry</td>
<td>Clairvoyance</td>
<td>Imagination</td>
<td>Emotional Idealism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher</td>
<td>Planetary</td>
<td>Higher</td>
<td>Discrimination</td>
<td>Spiritual Discernment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clairaudience</td>
<td>Psychometry</td>
<td>Clairvoyance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehension</td>
<td>Healing</td>
<td>Divine Vision</td>
<td>Intuition</td>
<td>Idealism</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All five of these senses extend to include our human consciousness within the five lower planes of our cosmic physical plane. When you consider the average human being is just now (after seventeen million years of self-consciousness) beginning to sense some of these extensions on the systemic astral plane, it will give you some idea of how far we must expand our consciousness. The *true* human types, the Adepts and Masters, function within all five of these planes. They may freely use the extensions of the lower senses to make contact with their disciples. With a few exceptions, average humans and the beginning student of the occult are limited to the use of the five lower senses. After the Third Initiation, he or she is entrusted with conscious use of the first two extensions of all of them.
These five senses provide man with five keys to turn and unlock the secrets of life. As you will note, they relate entirely to the extension of the first sense, hearing:

1. Man discovers his own sound, or note on the physical plane.

2. He recognizes his brother's sound, becoming aware of his brother's identity through the astral plane.

3. He locates his “group sound” on the mental plane.

4. He finds recognition and hears the sound of his planetary God on the initiative plane.

5. The tone or appealing note of his Planetary God sounds out within his own consciousness.

When man has succeeded in turning these five keys and unlocking the mysteries hidden from average sight, he finally achieves his own full divinity.

It may be hard for egocentric man to admit that he is just becoming conscious on the physical plane, and that he has so much further to go before he becomes a real, and thus whole man. Nevertheless, it is true.
In regards to another relative correspondence to these senses, man has five well-developed organs of action as well as five complete organs of sensation. Both sets of organs have their own specific human function.

FUNCTIONS OF THE TEN ORGANS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORGANS OF SENSATION</th>
<th>ACTION</th>
<th>ORGANS OF FUNCTION</th>
<th>ACTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ear</td>
<td>Hearing</td>
<td>Mouth</td>
<td>Speaking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin</td>
<td>Touch</td>
<td>Hands</td>
<td>Grasping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye</td>
<td>Sight</td>
<td>Legs</td>
<td>Walking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tongue</td>
<td>Taste</td>
<td>Anus</td>
<td>Excretion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nose</td>
<td>Smell</td>
<td>Genitals</td>
<td>Procreation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Despite the obvious fact that the outward senses are the usual means whereby man functions on the physical plane, it needs to emphasized that the power to make use of them comes from the mind. This latter fact explains why the psychic, the disciplined student of the occult or the Yogi accomplishes all these super-ordinary functions using his powerfully focused and well-trained mind.

The three basic functions of attention, selection and synthesis are aspects of the mind. Without these, our senses would make no sense!
Each of our five senses performs a primary function for us, meaning the real human indweller of the form:

1. *Hearing* provides us with the concept of our relative direction from (or to) something. It gives us our *fix* in the scheme of things. Through hearing, we are able to locate ourselves in distinction to the not-self, or not-selves.

2. *Touch* provides us with the concept of relative quality. It allows us to fix our relative value in relation to the size of other bodies *apart from* us.

3. *Sight* provides us with a concept of proportion. It allows us to relate our movements to the movement of other things and other beings in our environment.

4. *Taste* provides us with a concept of value. It enables us to fix our attention on whatever we feel is best for our well-being.

5. *Smell* provides us with the concept of the intrinsic quality of something. It gives us a fix on whatever appeals to ourselves and on what is the same essence or quality as ourselves.
The first three senses of hearing, touch and sight are the first to be developed—and in that order. A newborn baby responds first to hearing. Even in its prenatal existence, it will jump within the womb at a sudden unusual sound.

Hearing deals with unity; touch with duality; and sight with triplicity. These are our primary senses, and therefore reflect the three major aspects of divinity within us.

The occult law holds true. All things are related; therefore, each one of the senses relates to a specific vortice of fire, or major etheric center in our body. On an exceedingly higher scale, this is how the ONE God makes sense out of his otherwise (to us) confusing myriad of Body Parts. From the smallest to the largest, all lesser Gods are simple or complex extensions of the ONE God.

In summary, our five known senses need to be extended into seven. This will soon be common knowledge in all our pertinent textbooks. Then the other presently more abstract realities of life will also become more visible to humankind.

Now when you hear someone speak about someone's “sense of idealism,” you will look at his or her words in a new light, for this sense definitely
relates to the intuition. Hopefully, you will realize
that all senses are related to concrete life in an ever-
expanding realm of reality for the more you look
into (and behind) the words you hear spoken, the
sooner you will find your own sense of divinity
extended consciously beyond the ordinary physical
plane.

Φ
Chapter 14

Mystic and Occultists

Two distinct lines of consciousness lead to divine realization, the mystic and the occult path. One of them, occultism, embraces the other, for the greater can always include the lesser; whereas, the lesser (or mystic) cannot include the greater.

Man first treads the mystical path. Much later, he becomes the occultist—though a definite overlapping exists.

Esoteric science postulates that before man can walk the path of initiation, he must experience at least one high water mark life as a mystic and another as an occultist. Phrased differently, it means man must achieve two great lives, one in religion and the other in a material way. To become an initiate, both of these polarities must be known and balanced.

The proper analysis as to whether a patient is a mystic or an occultist will be one of the preliminary steps of any divine psychologist. With that thought
in mind, a few choice examples of their marked difference in approaching the path seems suitable.

The *mystic* will idealize a beloved individual, and from that person, will rise through various other persons until he finally faces his Master.

The *occultist* will meditate on the virtue he desires most, adding one virtue upon another, building the ideal self, until all virtues express themselves through him and his own Master, his ego or soul, confronts him.

The *mystic* starts from the center and works toward the periphery. The *occultist* follows the reverse of this process.

The *mystic* uses aspiration and great devotion to the God within, thus mounting to his goal.

The *occultist* achieves success by learning the laws of nature and makes matter conform to his inner life.

The *mystic* works from the emotional, to the intuitional, to the Monad.

The *occultist* works from the physical, to the mental, to the Monadic plane.

The *mystic* works with the heart.
The occultist works with the head.

The mystic recognizes duality, a God set apart from him that with whom he wants to achieve union.

The occultist recognizes his unity with God that God is his own true self.

In this last example of the mystic, it will become apparent to the layperson and trained psychologist alike that this is often the source of what psychology now refers to as a “split personality.”

In this case, the divine psychologist will work differently than the orthodox practitioner today. Instead of making the patient concentrate on self, on his past life, on his expression of fears, etc., he will urge the patient to take his eyes away from himself. The person trains to focus on his soul instead. This will invariably lead him to right thinking, right action and a saving release from the old idée fixe. With this kind of treatment, the patient will soon stand free as a soul and master of his life activities.

In summary, there is no effort by this author to belittle the part that the mystic plays in divine evolution. Every role is important to divinity. These clearly marked differentiations simply demonstrate more clearly that life expresses consciousness.
through one of these primary states of duality. Both the mystic and occultist are farther along the path than the average person. All nature joins hands with those below and those above in an unending descending and ascending arc.
Chapter 15

Visions and Dreams

Without visions and dreams, nothing would exist. There would be no earth, no sky, no breathtaking universe, no you and no me!

Dreams and visions are a vital part of divine psychology. The increasing emphasis placed on dreams today stems from the occult fact that humanity as a whole is becoming introspective. Individual man, according to natural law, pursues this same course.

Certain psychics, like Edgar Cayce, placed a tremendous amount of time and energy into letting his followers know the importance of dreams in their lives. Cayce, a High Initiate, could awaken his dream students from a deep sleep while thousands of miles away, in the middle of the night. Four of his dream students became millionaires using their dreams. Thousands of recorded psychic readings testify to the accuracy of his psychic powers. Many esteemed men of science who went to refute him have turned about face, devoting their lives to
spreading the occult truths that he presented in his “life” and “health” readings.

It is a fact that when man falls asleep, the indweller merely disconnects his thread of consciousness from the etheric head center on the physical plane. No more registers on the physical brain, except the small amount of dream material fed into his lower mind. The rest of the time, unknown to his consciousness stream in the physical brain, he pursues the same, normal thought life and activity that he does during waking hours. The only difference is that the integrated life force known as you or me pursues existence in the astral plane. The individual who follows frivolous things in his daily physical life follows the same things in his life on the astral plane. The individual who disciplines himself and serves humankind also does the same thing on astral levels. Many advanced disciples or initiates are able to keep a continuity of consciousness, awake or asleep, and move into their dream life consciously.

The dreams that the average person recalls may have little or no significance. An average life breeds average dreams. The exception (applying to all incarnated human unity) occurs when the physical brain, mind and soul align during sleep. In these cases, true visions or insights into past, present or future events may flash into consciousness. The
author has experienced countless of these types of previsions into the future. All of them have been significant events and the foreknowledge has helped him greatly to maintain control through the real event in our time-space world.

The triple alignment between our brain, mind and soul is similar to the astrological alignment between the sun, moon and earth. In both instances, human or planetary, an inflow of higher energy moves into the lower vehicle of consciousness. The analogy is almost perfect: the sun corresponds to our soul, the moon to our mind, and the physical earth to our physical brain. The point that I want to make between my mind, this book, and your mind (another sudden triple alignment), is that whenever three points are aligned, a divine flow passes between them.

The individual who experiences a vision can tell the difference between it and a dream. There is a stark, vivid reality to a vision. The memory of it lingers and registers like a sharp print on our mind, whereas most dreams are fuzzy and hard to recall.

Nevertheless, it is very possible to train ourselves to recall dreams more clearly. Edgar Cayce made a strong point of the fact that dreams could solve our worldly problems as vehicles of our soul.
In summary, dreams and visions are mechanisms of energy that can bridge man across one state of reality to another. Without visions and dreams, life loses its luster. Divine psychology is definitely committed to the study and use of these two sources of human and divine revelation.

Φ
Sex is normally limited to the connotation of intimate physical relations between man and woman. Yet, there is much more to sex than this major emphasis on that one aspect. Male and female polarities are in every kingdom of nature throughout the universe. The real meaning of sex is in the definition of electrical polarities, between positive and negative units. Every form of life contains both aspects within it, but one “charge” is more predominate.

Without sex, or these two forces acting together, no form could exist. Every manifestation on the physical plane requires that spirit and matter (or energy and mass) enter into some form of limited activity. When merged together, these two polarities produce light. Every atom is a cosmos of light. In fact, your body and mine both can be measured in terms of light. Already, the light pattern (or aura) of the human etheric body can be photographed in living color by their new electrical photography machines.
Sex represents through the negative or positive pole of being. If the form contains more positive atoms than negative, the form is defined as a male. If the negative atoms hold greater sway, it is regarded as a female or negative form. Expanding our concept to planetary proportions, our Earth, being positive at this time, finds a ready attraction from its counterpart in our solar system, the planet Venus. There is now a steady stream of energy transmitted between these two planets. Taken a step higher, our Sun is sexually related to one of the Suns (or Sons) of the Great Bear.

Size makes no difference. One atom polarized one way finds itself related sexually to another one, polarized at the opposite spectrum of its existence. It must be brought to mind that the sexual activity we are discussing here in no way relates to the kind of intimate interaction of two human beings of the opposite sex. The atomic interrelation is far behind us, and the interrelation between two planets or suns is far ahead of us. One left our threshold of consciousness trillions of years past, and the other exists millions, if not billions, of years in our future.

In brief, the true basis of sex exists through the predominance of negative or positive atoms in any body of manifestation that from our human viewpoint results in a male or female form. The male is
by nature expressive of spiritual qualities, while the female normally is attracted to material forms. Her body provides the mothering, nurturing aspect of *matter* for incoming souls, who are both-sexed or hermaphroditic.

Sometimes we assume masculine forms, at other times we work through feminine forms. Whenever the soul within needs to be balanced, it assumes the needed polarity of male or female. Therefore, it is obvious that no one can consider this subject from the angle of inferiority or superiority. The human soul materializes as a male because he needs more of that polarity within his nature or vice versa.

This whole subject of sex needs redefinition. It needs to be phrased in terms of light, or electricity, and in line with our primal duality. Carnal sex, as average people understand and engage within it, merely provides the means to an end. The divine psychologist will be more concerned with the causal pattern, the balancing aspect, not the effects generated by the intimate proximity of opposite polarities.
Chapter 17

Meditation–
Doorway to the Divine

The subject of meditation holds a special place in my consciousness. I have written *Why & How of Meditation* and several booklets and articles on this theme. Meditation covers a host of processes.

The surprising thing is that neither the mystic nor the occultist holds a monopoly on meditation. Successful business people, politicians, scientists and professionals who have gained great power and influence owe their accumulation to their own meditation technique.

These men and women have the obvious ability to make contact with the third aspect of creation, INTELLIGENT ACTIVITY. Their contact is achieved through intense concentration. They are able to focus all their attention on the problem at hand. This intensified mental focus throws a new light on their situation. In many ways, these more material types of human beings are more effective at meditation than the self-proclaimed mystic or
occultist, who often sees the vision but fails to bring it down “to earth” (or into concrete reality).

Meditation is a generic word that covers a multitude of psychic processes. All these activities take place in consciousness.

A formal meditation period entails a step-by-step upward motion of awareness and the alignment of soul, mind and brain. The student assumes a posture of consciousness aimed toward lifting himself up into contact with his inner or higher self, thus contacting the center of wisdom pooled within. This means he must put aside his sense of physical awareness, rise above his emotional vibrations and seat himself in his mind. At the same time, he performs a dual role; he lifts up and inward to his soul, while he consciously keeps a channel open that extends downward and outward into his physical brain.

The whole object of the meditative stance is to gain insight into some aspect of the unknown. All concrete knowledge or physical brain awareness moves from the known to the unknown. We stand at one level of awareness, our present plateau of reality, and gradually “bring down” another portion of ever-expanding reality. What at one moment, perhaps years or months ago, seemed abstract today
may stand as a concrete fact in our lives. A good example of this latter process is a vacant lot that inspires the owner to build a certain *envisioned* house or apartment building. With modern construction techniques, this can transform the abstract space of the lot into a complex building in weeks. What appeared as a nebulous idea gathered form and finally took shape as a real fact on earth.

Every artist, writer, inventor, etc., works on this same principle. Through an act of tension, he lifts his consciousness above his normal level or stance of awareness. There he contacts the image, phrase, concept or whatever that will result in a new painting, a new book, a new invention, etc.

In the same vein of thought, several scientists are today advancing the idea that *time is energy*. Occultists have known this for ages, but we have here another good example of how the esoteric *eventually* becomes exoteric and the hidden becomes revealed.

Some of our most simple laws of nature that average individual knows about today were completely esoteric information to mankind millions of years ago, known only by advanced disciples and initiates. In the same turn of the wheel of time, much of our esoteric astrology, esoteric psychology,
esoteric healing, etc., will be common knowledge to the average individual a few hundred years from today.

The sweep of time continuously makes things abstract take on material form. Here on earth, each individual, here and there, opens up a new channel of insight or an increased flow of light into reality as he meditates. Our materialistic halls of science are bulging with their growing storehouse of facts.

However, relief is coming, for all this pertinent data can and will be reduced to symbolic form. The profusion of needless facts will be released from public and private consciousness. Science is gradually placing more emphasis on the living principle, not on dead facts, on cause, not on effects.

The time is coming when meditation will be taught in all public schools at the age of puberty. Leaders in every field will be adept in this science. Meditation will be known by all as the key to our next stage of consciousness. The average individual will use meditation to become a disciple; the disciple an initiate; the initiate an adept; the adept a Master; the Master a Cohan; the Cohan a Planetary Being; the Planetary Being a Solar Logos; the Solar Logos a Cosmic Being; and the Cosmic Being to become the God Self!
Those still attached to the ignorant materialistic idea that birth and death are the beginning and end to existence, or the even more absurd, astral idea fostered by ignorant churchmen that hell and heaven are the final resting place of our souls should think it out. Is not the concept of eternal law and forward progression through the heavens more reasonable? Which view of reality appeals to your own sense of justice, knowledge and intelligence?
Chapter 18

Odor, Taste, Sound, Color and Shape Therapy

Forward-looking groups and individuals all over the world today are gathering and pioneering research in plant, animal and human therapy using odor, taste, sound, color, and shape.

Incense, perfumes and other odor-producing agents are tested for their psychic, erotic and inspirational effect on humans.

Public interest in herbs has revived, resulting in a wide spectrum of remedial and disease-allaying roots, barks, leaves, flowers, seeds, etc., being brought to our attention.

Music is finding great use in hospitals, industry and the home as a stimulating and soothing influence for the human mind and soul. Through regulation of a certain rhythmic pitch of high and low frequency waves, sound can kill and cure, to build and destroy.
Color is tested in correlation with music in hospitals, industry and the home. It is definitely an effective agent to produce certain desired states of consciousness in the mind and body of its observer. Shape therapy involves the study and use of geometrical forms, circles, squares, triangles (or pyramids) and so forth in affecting the physical, emotional, and mental behavior of humans.

It is no longer the “health kooks” and “strange” occultists leading the research in these fields. Today, “respectable” scientists, doctors and other highly trained professors and professionals conduct most of the research. “Forward thinking” is by no means the private property of occultists and mystics. There are currently many thousands of learned individuals with scientific training and degrees using an open-minded approach to the mysteries of life! It soon becomes obvious to the trained observer that what is a mystery to one may be as clear as day to another.

There is no high-speed way that the masses or even the advanced units (or groups) of human souls can grasp the new insights. All new ideas have to be “bridged” into man's physical brain. A literal growth of etheric matter forms in the mind and correspondingly builds identical atomic patterns (molecules and cells) in the brain. In the meantime, you might
talk until you are pink, but nothing may register in the mind of your listener. No sparks are bridging the gaps. There is no contact, thus no communication.

Divine psychologists will recognize that an appropriate therapy exists for every patient. It is all a matter of proper analysis, and then determining what quality of energy within the human system needs to be tuned (or toned) up or down.

Φ
Chapter 19
Symbols of Divinity

All forms in nature can be read in three major ways or in seven basic approaches. Nature can be said to have three locks and seven keys. Each one of these seven keys must be turned within each of these locks before understanding concerning the full nature of a particular thing will come into mind. This is just another way of phrasing the idea that all forms are reflections of the major three, or seven basic aspects of deity.

The trained occultist, who always thinks in terms of energy, reads every thought, word and deed from any one or all of the three major approaches in consciousness:

1. In linear fashion, eye-to-eye, dealing with the outer, tangible effect.

2. At a causal level, searching out the inner, motivating cause of existence.

3. Synthetically, looking at it from the whole point of view, including the subjective and objective reason for the person, place, or thing.
The first divine insight relates to the material or personality view. The second concerns sight from the perspective of the soul. The third relates to spiritual or Monadic insight.

In the science of shape or geometry, the three major forms in the universe are the circle (related to spirit), the triangle (related to the soul), and the square (related to the personality). These can be called the three locks.

In regards to the seven energy mechanisms, or seven keys in this particular science, they are:

1. The circle
2. The point
3. The line
4. The triangle
5. The square
6. The five-pointed star
7. The six-pointed star

All other shapes in the universe are simple or complex variations of these basic seven forms.

Thus the one divides into the three, and the three into seven, and the seven into seven times seven without end.
In another arena of life, the science of politics (just as real as any other), we have the three locks represented by Fascism, Democracy and Communism, none of which exist in their pure form at this time.

Fascism, or tyranny, as we know it now, reflects the absolute rule of the God-kings of Golden Ages past. It is a sad distortion of the will or spirit aspect exercising rule through human form.

Democracy represents group rule, utilizing group-forms that are agents of communication and power for the masses. This is obviously far from a pure state at this time.

The third political lock, Communism, represents the free rule of the masses, and since there are obviously no masses of individuals who are fully responsible for themselves, let alone for those in other countries with whom they share Earth, there is not and cannot be a pure form of communism on our planet for ages to come.

All three of these aspects of God, reflected so lowly in the government of man at this time, are divine. It is only the perverted use of the distorted form that has bred evil within all three existing forms in this field of human life and interplay.
Briefly, in other fields, such as in language, we have the three main parts of speech: noun, predicate and verb; in color, the three primary colors of red, blue, and yellow; in biology, the three major human systems of respiratory, nervous and circulatory.

Every arena of consciousness can be examined from the three or seven points of view. Only one of these fields, the geometry of things or science of shape, has all of its parts fully represented. As humankind's awareness extends into subtler dimensions of thought, we will gradually discover and chart each aspect of each science or singular form in creation with complete accuracy. When these three primary and seven basic forms of awareness are reduced to electrical energy and true formulas, then the present mystery of words, the outer cover that veils, or hides reality will disappear.

What at first glance appears as greater complexity proves immediately as a great step toward simplicity, for when persons, places and things reduce to accurate electrical formulas, it bypasses the present helter-skelter of metaphysical data. It stands to reason no one would be foolish enough to use the overwhelming burden, complications and time-consuming calculations of simple mathematics when he can approach and solve the same problem
through a simple algebraic formula in a minute fraction of time.

The occultist literally reads three Books of Life symbolically called:

1. The Book of Learning
2. The Book of Wisdom
3. The Book of Life

The first book is required reading by every self-conscious unit of life as it wheels into and out of incarnation, learning the various lessons in the school of life. Average individuals eventually graduate out of the Hall of Learning and into the Hall of Wisdom. His or her focus now shifts away from the threefold lower nature. The disciple of truth, the individual who succeeds in bypassing his personality, reads The Book of Wisdom. The disciple knows the unity of all persons, places and things. It is no longer a theoretical concept (located merely in his mind), but a living expression. The reader of the first book believes in things. The reader of the second book knows things! And the reader of the third book is things. The one who reads the Book of Life has moved his center of self-identity beyond the limitations of form. He has transcended the material form; he is (relatively
speaking) a perfect expression of intelligent activity, love and will of God.

Think about it a moment! What book are you reading in this lifetime?

Φ
Chapter 20

Reality of Spirit Possession

One of the most confounding types of situations constantly confronting the psychologist of today is possession. Most of these cases are treated as schizophrenia or split personality and in many cases as insanity. Not even the parapsychologist, who usually remains more open-minded about the real condition of his patient, is able to recognize the true cause of his patient's dilemma. Even should he be so perceptive as to recognize that he is dealing with a case of possession, there is nothing in his training or in textbooks to show him how to deal adequately with the situation.

Parapsychology must step forward into the realm of divine psychology. The idea of possession by an *out of the body entity* must be made familiar to it before a remedial technique can be developed to resolve the problem.

The fact is that many earthbound entities (very carnal in their nature) are on the constant lookout for physical human beings who have ruptured their
etheric web, thus permitting entrance into their system by a foreign entity. These unconscious possessions can be avoided and eliminated by proper health and purification techniques.

In some cases, where the patient has an exceptionally strong possession, it may require special handling by an advanced disciple or initiate. Under ordinary possession, the patient is taught how to close off the ruptured etheric web by strengthening the center that is open or by removing excess energy from that area, whichever remedy is called for.

The main point to keep in mind is that possession is fact, not fancy. It may be and is the cause of many presently otherwise inexplicable cases of abnormal behavior by a patient.
Chapter 21

Fear Transformed Into Faith

Most fears that human entities feel are based on ignorance, or lack of control of themselves or of their environment. Divine psychology will gradually shed the light of knowledge (and the light of the soul) upon these areas and gradually eliminate all these fears. Once man realizes that he is divine, his pitiful fear of death will be replaced by the joyous recognition of his personal immortality. His fear for survival will disappear when realization of his self-sufficient unity with the source of all things dawns clearly in his consciousness.

Eventually all earth will be united into one religion, the religion of life, the ancient Wisdom-Religion, that has persisted throughout the entire universe, throughout the countless eternities. Then there will be no fear of religious persecution, for all humankind will be aware of the Law of One. The concepts of Christians, Buddhists, Jews, etc., will become obsolete. All the superhuman founders of these great branches of religious thought on earth
merely inaugurated a portion of the Wisdom-Religion, not as *the* Truth, but as *one of* the beautiful expressions of the ONE God's Truth on Earth.

All the Bibles of Earth will be acknowledged as the inspired (in-spirited) word of God drafted by mystics and occultists who knew what they were saying, who presented these truths in simple but meaningful parables, proverbs, psalms or axioms. Even the few literal stories in these Bibles should be read for their universal and esoteric interpretation as well.

All existing major world religions (without exception) have been led away from these simple truths, which dovetail perfectly with all the truths expressed in the other Bibles of the world, through the narrow-minded and ignorant interpretations of the self-centered churchmen who seized control of well-minded congregations and taught them their limited concepts and emotionally charged perver-
sions of Bible truth.

The Emperor Justinian, in the Edict of Con-
stantinople, deleted the concepts of human rebirth (reincarnation) almost entirely from the Christian Bibles in 553 A.D. The other adjunct Laws of Cause and Effect (karma) and the Law of Grace also were hidden behind a maze of metaphysical nonsense.
The man Jesus never said that he was the way. It was the Christ, a separate (but united) higher spiritual entity who overshadowed Jesus, who had divine possession of his body that said, “I am the Way.” By no means does this statement infer that people who believe in Jesus would fall under grace and have their just karma magically removed by some wonderful “father image.”

God is real, God is the way, but divine psychology shows everyone that God within them is the way! There is nothing to fear when you realize your divinity. Who can take your life? No one, for you are life! Your form can be taken from you by a temporary greater force outside of your smaller self, but you still continue to live! And at the right time, in the right place, you will take on a new human form and carry your “cross” on the physical plane, just as the Christ, the first human being on earth to achieve that post in consciousness did. To be a planetary Christ simply means that an individual has evolved out of the human ranks to become the sacred depository of the Second Ray energy of our Planetary Deity. A Cosmic Christ would do the same thing, but on a much exalted level.

Most of our fears are ground into our consciousness by our environment. Fear of death, fear of hell and the countless other lesser fears will dwindle out
of sight when man begins to know himself. He is not a lowly worm, pitifully grubbing in the mud for his supposed sinful ways, but gleams with a shining, pure white light the moment he meets his God self within.

Φ
Chapter 22

The Art of Healing

Since there are seven rays, seven major etheric centers and seven spheres of etheric matter involved in the composition of man, it should be no surprise that there are seven basic methods of healing.

In divine psychology, the enlightened guiding psychologist scrutinizes the whole person. The era of remedial medicine as known now will pass entirely out of the range of human consciousness. Health will be the primary focus of divine healers, not the morbid and constant brooding upon illness as now found in the hospitals and clinics in the world of healing today.

The whole slant of Aquarian Age healing will be toward utilization of the natural powers of the divine within the patient. The simple, but all-encompassing rule that disease is merely the result of too little or too much energy flowing through one or more centers within the system at a time will be the starting point for every personal, or group analysis.
The cure will naturally be just as simple: *speed up, or slow down the circulation of energy* (whichever indicated), within the dis-eased area.

Every one of the major, minor and lesser centers conditions the vitality and health of our dense physical body. When one of these centers malfunctions (too fast, or too slow) it automatically throws off the proper balance of the glandular and endocrine system and, therefore, the other major systemic work of the body in that area. A malfunction related to an outer to inner flow of energies is not the only cause of disease; an inner to outer flow can be just as causal. For example, a sharp nail may puncture the skin and cause an injury to the fleshy tissues of your dense physical body. The cure, according to our simplified formula above, will be to bring in (or expel) energies to (or from) that particular region of the body.

Using his mind (an inner to outer flow), Jack Schwarz (1924-2000), who was a close friend of mine, could heal these types of self-inflicted wounds within minutes. His ability to enforce a “high speed” healing process as compared to the days or weeks needed under “normal” doctoring for these wounds was a well-documented fact. Millions of people in the world witnessed his amazing self-healing ability. Jack appeared on hundreds of radio
and television shows around the country. Steve Allen dubbed him “The Man of Tomorrow.”

Jack Schwarz claimed that anyone else could do what he did, providing they learned the art of meditation, and thus the ability to control and focus the mind intensely for a few seconds.

As well as touring the country, Jack also authored advanced occult books and founded the Aletheia Foundation dedicated to holistic self-health education and research bringing forth the integration of body, brain, mind, and spirit. (For more information, visit their website at www.holisticu.org.)

The divine psychologist must be educated just as thoroughly in the structure of the human etheric body and its centers as the normal physician is well learned concerning the dense physical body. This science must be safeguarded from “quacks” in the same way as physical medicine (so constantly plagued by false or pseudo practitioners).

Divine psychology is easier to police, since it is an exact science, whereas modern medicine is only an art. Healing using divine psychology is based on proven occult formulas. For instance, when it is established that the patient is a First Ray Monad, a Second Ray Soul, a First Ray Personality, a Fifth Ray Mind, a Sixth Ray emotional nature, and a
Seventh Ray physical type, the exact formula depicting him (me in this case) will read:

\[
\text{FORMULA} \\
5 \\
\text{One, II, 1.} \\
6 \\
7
\]

The overseeing psychologist can tell at a glance the energy pattern he is dealing with. There are no more mystical terms to confuse him. He knows both the positive and negative values of each ray type, so he can now proceed to deal with the immediate problem. If he finds a marked overflow or underflow of energy passing through any one of these focal points of his patient, he carefully applies a technique of adjustment.

The divine psychologist will always be concerned with the right flow of energies. He will be self-trained to think and act in terms of energy; therefore, he will be a true occultist (in the exact definition of that word). In this way, every facet of a person will be subject to a healing treatment. His threefold energy body remains in a natural balance, allowing him to function in perfect health and to be the creative agent of his God on Earth.

\[\Phi\]
Chapter 23

The Power of Will

Behind every mind that brings anything into conscious being, stands a prior causal factor, the first cause or will. Mind is the second cause and etheric motion or activity acts as the third cause.

From another angle of vision, all three causes act together as one. Yet, each aspect reflects a certain type of electricity flowing through us. A practical illustration of this point will bring more clarity into your mind. First, will grows alive within us. It consciously determines to precipitate a new condition or rearrangement of physical plane matter. Second, its agent, the mind, pictures or holds the vision of this transformation, giving the ideation limitation, form or containment. Third, spurred by the will and now acting through a physical center (the brain), the entity is galvanized into physical activity. We take a step forward or pick up a pencil; or we read these words, think through the sentence and ponder the meaning. We will, or will not, according to what aspect of our nature our will is acting on or through.
From another viewpoint, *will* is that inscrutable aspect of our Creator that we call the *law* of nature. Yet, every deity or part-conscious God like man must be subservient to the greater part of nature of which he forms a conscious (or unconscious) lesser part. The cells in our body and their intelligent group formations (organs) must be subservient to the whole person of which they are an integral part. At the same time, these cells and person or groups of people must bow to the will of the Planetary Deity of whom they form an integral part, and so on, up or down without end.

Will is that elusive electricity that forms the first aspect of any form of life that holds cause and authority over the Law of Being, no matter how large or small that being might be. What we call Universal Laws are merely certain distinguishable characteristics of our Universal Deity. His Will will be done in a certain manner because He has set forth the purpose for that Law of His Being in the world.

These universal laws provide us with personal insight into the nature of the primary dualities, *spirit* and *matter*, or energy and mass. As a rule, all laws of nature must be obeyed until they can be offset by higher laws. This presents us with the question of the difference between a *law* and a *rule*. A *law* is binding to lesser lives and can only be offset by
utilization of a higher law. A rule is merely the mathematical possibility of a certain reaction to a specific action. The exception to the rule makes a rule possible! The rule applies to the second aspect of nature. It involves a group formula within a whole structure. A law exerts the first aspect of nature and involves the whole movement of form.

Divine psychology will explain the source and cause of esoteric and exoteric psychology. Put another way, this new science unveils the subjective and objective aspect of our human psyche. Man will move out of his either/or stand as a materialist or as an introspectionist. Both form and consciousness (second and third aspect) will be wed with life (first aspect). The divine psychologist will deal with the three-as-one, thereby taking into consideration all three major dimensional aspects of man.

In summary, whether we call them (a) life, (b) consciousness, and (c) form or (a) will, (b) love, and (c) active intelligence, the essence remains the same. Modern psychology is well acquainted with the dual concept of man. It is time now for this science to meet the challenge of this age and synthesize these two concepts. This will reveal the life energy or will-force that produces and motivates subjective consciousness and objective form.
Chapter 24

True Love Defined

Love has lost its original luster. It must be redefined. This necessitates a much broader than usual approach to the subject. Therefore, let us start from the beginning of love’s incarnation on earth.

In terms of our existing, or rather the available records of present history, two great luminaries have brought two new insights to the masses of humanity. The occultists, an exceedingly minute percentage of humanity, have always had access to these divine insights concerning the nature of self and not-self, but the masses on earth have always been “in the dark” concerning the mysteries of life.

First, Guatma Siddhartha Buddha brought the light of knowledge into public consciousness. He revealed the nature of form, the third aspect of Deity. Second, Christ, five centuries later, overshadowing the High Initiate, Jesus, brought the Light of the Soul or the first pure demonstration of love on Earth. Buddha revealed the nature of the third aspect of Deity to the Eastern World, while
Christ revealed the nature of the second aspect of God to the Western World.

Third, The “Coming One” (due at any time now), known in occult terminology as the “Avatar of Syntheses,” will overshadow the Christ, who will again be divinely overshadowing one of His incarnated disciples. The Avatar of Synthesis will present the will or first aspect of Deity to both Eastern and Western civilizations, and will thus unify them into one humanity on Earth.

Before Christ appeared as pure love through His beloved disciple Jesus, love was expressed merely at physical and low emotional levels. Today, almost two thousand years later, love is known on the mental plane as pure reason. This kind of love is not hot but cool.

True love transcends its petty reflection on the physical and emotional plane. True love or pure reason endures through all time. It bridges and heals; whereas, counterfeit love (that expressed at emotional levels) lasts only for the heat of the moment! This animalistic love is unable to sustain itself through time. It destroys its own form in the end.
The individual who expresses true love to another truly understands the other person. He literally identifies with and knows the faults and limitations of the beloved, but rather than being repulsed by these minor outer things, he loves the person more!

This never occurs when only the “Hollywood type” or any other highly glamorized emotional state of love exists between two persons. In this case, when either one of the two disappoints the other by falling short of the ideal held by one of the other, a violent cleavage often occurs between them. Even the parent-offspring love collapses when a son or daughter fails to live up to the petty ideals of some parents, who then disown their child forever.

Any kind of love that binds is not true love. While inversely, the disciple of truth who learns the meaning of and practices true love finds a tremendous freedom of consciousness. He discovers that only the soul-infused person is capable of true love. The awakened disciple will proceed slowly to free himself of every taint of “personality” love. He will stop chasing after the delusions or illusions of reality, even when they appear in the subtle guise of personal social ideals or personal loves at any level. He knows that only after he finds his own soul first, can he relate to the soul force within others. Only
then will true love be felt and returned, attached but detached.

Actually, the true lover does not seek for love returned for love given. On the contrary, he knows himself *as love* in the giving of it. Therefore, he first feels the rich benediction of his loving expression even before the other person (or thing or place) *shares that love with him!*

Φ
Here the author is again touching on very familiar ground.

What the observer calls death on the physical plane that results in the disappearance of the life aspect from his view, merely is an agent of life for the divine Spirit. Can you imagine how many human beings are killed in car accidents in our country today and how many hundreds of millions of men and women who are now dying a slow death from the irresponsible pollution of our land, sea, and sky? Yet, none of these people have lost (or are giving up) their etheric (or physical) form. All these individuals are still alive today, were alive yesterday and will be alive tomorrow!

No murderer can take your life! No accident of any kind can take your life! No incarnate or discarnate entity can take your life! The Eternal You, that God Self within the personality, in its form you wear today, is the only giver (and taker) of life. Only the owner of life (or anything else) can give or take back to itself what it has given away.
When life exists in the physical world, it merely moves from point to point, center to center, wheel to wheel and sphere to sphere. Liberation from the physical plane (or sphere) through that amazing agency we call death is actually a tremendous blessing. It is the only way that divine circulation within the world being can proceed. The atomic life that indwells the atomic shell is a prisoner within a small range of expression on the cosmic physical plane; and all of us are atomic in expression. Once we gain release from the etheric web that surrounds and contains us, through the high-speed method of atom smashing, or the slower, frictional burning of the wheel of time, it ascends to the astral subplane and experiences a further cyclic psychic expansion. The human planetary or cosmic unit follows the same procedure.

Once free of the physical plane, you and I ascend to the astral sphere of our planet. There we proceed to refine our psychic awareness. Then, when we have reached our capacity, we burn through the more subtle (but just as real) web surrounding the mental ring of energy that is part of our planetary body. In terms of the greatly profaned teachings of the mysteries, the lower astral plane of consciousness corresponds to the hell state, while the higher mental plane is the analogy to the heaven state.
The mental, emotional and physical worlds serve as the outer courts for the soul to enter and reenter in many human forms, until the lower man tightly integrates into a soul-infused personality. Once the lower form becomes perfect, then even the soul itself experiences death, surrendering all that it is and has become to its Higher Self, the Monad or Divine Spirit within. Ponder these thoughts. It is necessary to build in etheric matter before a new concept has an “easy fit” within the already well-known, now limited and preconceived ideas about the “border lines” of reality.

This last thought presents the further realization to us that even our favorite thoughts die, our most cherished emotions die and our long-held physical habits die. In all cases (exact meaning of this word intended), death acts as a benevolent blessing, not as a wretched curse; as the giver of a greater life, not as deprivation of the meager share we hold.

In divine psychology, all things are examined and handled in terms of energy. In this context, death of a thought-form is no less a relinquishment of the form than the more obvious (to us) death of the dense physical shell of energy surrounding us (which we call our fleshly body). Yet, the life that vivifies a thought-form has just as much divinity within it as within that life you and I call our own.
This is another reason why the narrow-minded, bigoted persons who are prejudiced about such an absurd trifle as the difference in skin color, nationalities or religious sects are to be pitied, not hated. They need help. Their own prejudice will die out when they can bring in the light of knowledge (aided by the light of the soul) to bear on their ridiculous idée fixe. Then they will cease to feed the life of that particular emotion or thought, and it will necessarily die through lack of energy.

In summary, there is no death as mentally and emotionally conceived in the usual sense of that word! There is only life, moving consciously from one point to the next, in this marvelous energy complex, the time-space continuum, as we know the lower three worlds.

The disciple or initiate who knows himself as life, who no longer identifies with any of his temporal homes, his mental, emotional and physical bodies, knows no death! These forms have occultly died (though still real and usable), and are now merely well developed instruments to use for his own peculiar life expression, or spiritual ray energy (Monadic). The divine psychologist will show his patient how to intelligently use death to find “life everlasting.”

Φ
Chapter 26

Materialistic Versus Introspective Schools

The two existing major schools of psychology today are based on the inability of their proponents to see the whole picture of reality. Neither side has a clear insight into reality. One denies the life side, and the other does not give enough emphasis to the material side. Divine psychology seeks to merge their obvious differences, thus resolving the problem of their existing cleavage.

Both of these schools of psychological thought are correct as far as they have gone. Both have failed to realize however, that life expresses itself as a triplicity, not merely as a duality. In battling each other, both factions have wasted valuable time and energy repudiating an obvious “one-sided” truth, yet both failed to recognize the full truth.

Admittedly, the very idea of duality is a step forward in evolution. Both the materialistic and introspective schools have moved evolution forward a great stride. They have both demonstrated the existence of a “self” and a “not-self” more clearly.
Now they must realize that these two very different aspects necessarily postulate a third factor “that” which synthesizes and makes possible the appearance of the dual form for a period of time in space.

Another way of elucidating the same idea is to recognize that the materialist concentrates on the form, the third aspect, while the introspectionist concentrates his attention on the second aspect, on consciousness or the subjective sense of awareness within the form. Neither one of these thinkers (individual or group) has taken into account the first aspect, the synthesizing life that provides the source for the obvious duality. This is because the modern psychologist is not trained in esoteric (or life) science. The true scientist must ever look beyond the appearances. There is a vast gap between partial truth and whole truth.

However, the time has come for the newer, higher cycle of life on earth and the parapsychologists have stepped dutifully to the fore. They have focused the eye of science beyond the normal range of the five physical senses. Humanity owes these intrepid explorers of the “life side” of reality a great debt of gratitude. Divine psychology is rapidly becoming a current reality because of this pioneering “bridging” already achieved by parapsychologists. They correspond closely to the
pioneers that opened the physical frontiers of our own country.

In summary, it is time these two great schools of thought merge and demonstrate synthesis. Signs of it are seen in the public recognition *that all kingdoms of nature are tied together*. The emphasis on ecology demonstrates this. If the whole public body can be aware of synthesis, then surely at least a few of the advanced thinkers among them can sense and apply this revelation to every science of life, including psychology.

Φ
Chapter 27

The Identification Principle

The identification principle makes a human being human and gradually makes the domesticated animals reach their own point of individualization as a human being someday. Without this ability to identify consciously with something beyond its own species, mineral, plant, animal, human and divine consciousness could not evolve.

Mundane psychology is well aware of the role “empathy” plays in the evolution and in the proper development of a human being. However, it needs to go further to recognize that every unit of life in every kingdom of nature advances through its ability to identify. Modern psychology is just beginning to make a study into the depth of identity the more advanced units within the human kingdom can experience. The yogi, who trains his mind and body to be his instrument rather than vice versa, can achieve penetration into and miraculous control of all things. He literally achieves identity with any animate or inanimate (as we call them) objects. He can “tune in” to the life or consciousness of another individual or a butterfly, if he chooses.
In terms of mass consciousness, the Aquarian Age energy, the identification principle, working through man has brought forth all the great religious, political, economic and other such monopolies, oligopolies and lesser amalgamations of humanity into group form. We are living in the group age. This accounts for your and my ability to identify with our own national group, local group, family group, etc. Our capacity to identify determines whether our life displays a large or small expansion of consciousness. The narrow-minded, bigoted type of person fails to identify with more than his own small group, race, creed, country and so on. He therefore displays to the world how small he is.

In relation to the three major aspects of divinity, the identification principle stems from the first aspect, the life energy itself. It demonstrates as the ability to synthesize a lesser sphere of influence with a larger sphere (or circle) of life. In animal and insect life, this principle is known as the “herd instinct.” The average human being knows it as “empathy” and advanced individuals realize it as “unity” or planetary consciousness.

In summary, the identification principle will be a well-known phrase in the field of divine psychology. All evolution utilizes this energy in some
form, but only the human and superhuman beings work it consciously backward and forward from time-present and from space-to-space consciously.

$\Phi$
Chapter 28

Planetary and Group Consciousness

Every entity within a form, no matter how large or small, has a goal concerning consciousness. The goal of man is planetary consciousness, just as the goal of the life inside an atom is to be a man. The preliminary state to the planetary consciousness of humanity is group consciousness. This form of awareness is available to him now in this Aquarian Age.

One of the basic postulates of divine psychology is that all nature works in cycles and that every succeeding cycle aids to adapt the consciousness within the form to a finer, more sensitized mechanism of response. At the same time, we must acknowledge the obvious fact that some individuals within certain “group impulses” are ahead and some behind the group in which they find themselves as a part. This accounts for the forerunners of every human race on every habitable planet in the universe. The higher initiates, Masters and Cohans, form the planetary consciousness and spearhead the various types of group consciousness within it. They are unique entities who have extended themselves. They have
traveled a little faster and a little further than others in their group.

These outstanding individuals earn their superior post in consciousness through one of two ways. They either make more right decisions and initiate more right actions than their fellow wayfarers in consciousness; or they were a failure in a previous incarnation of this or any other Planetary body of which they find themselves a part, so are more experienced and wiser in their present incarnation.

At any rate, there is no need for anyone to feel exalted because they have attained a superior place in consciousness or to apologize for a lesser degree of wisdom and control. All of us must look up and down. There are teachers on the path ahead of us. In turn, we find ourselves often as teachers to those who are behind us. Instead of superiority, we must feel genuinely humbled by our relative insignificant attainment of consciousness as compared to the very apparent stupendous gap between us and the next initiatory sphere of revelation open to us, let alone the planetary or God Consciousness.

Specifically, what is group consciousness and planetary consciousness? Group consciousness means that the individual has the ability to identify with the group purpose and group reason of being.
He knows that the group mission is more important than his own. *Planetary consciousness* indicates the ability of humans (or super humans) to tune in to the mind or consciousness and purpose of our Planetary Being or God. Buddha and Christ are excellent examples of individuals on Earth who have achieved this kind of divine insight and personal identification, each with a certain aspect of God.

All Initiates of the First Degree are able to sense some part of the planetary consciousness. The extent or capacity depends on that individual's ability to extend his personal identification beyond the normal borders of his five senses. Full God Consciousness is achieved at the sixth initiation.

Group consciousness entails the ability of the individual to identify with one of numberless planetary groups. Initially, this divine ability begins in the family circle, extending slowly outward and into other groups such as racial, national, religious, scientific, etc., without end. Each additional *sphere of inclusion* brings the wandering pilgrim of life closer to his or her real center of being. At last, after making the long trek from an atom to a human, he continues the rest of his journey to Godhood *consciously*. Identification is the key to this process.
Chapter 29

The Role of Nutrition in Divinity

Those aligned tightly with the materialistic school of thought are quick to agree that nutrition plays a vital, if not the key, role in maintaining normal and supernormal consciousness. In this age when our land, sea and sky is being saturated with deadly, destructive atomic radiation, excessive sound, and thousands of chemical poisons, it behooves us to take every possible precaution to maintain what little or big share of good health that is left in our individual bodies. The second section of this volume will deal with our “group” responsibility in relation to this gigantic flood of pollution. In this chapter, I want to reveal some of our pressing pollution problems and suggest remedial and preventive techniques that individuals like you and I can employ.

The new science of ecology has brought much light to bear on our pollution problems already. The average person in our country is slowly becoming aware that the basis of good health of all humans is what they eat, drink and inhale. No animal, human
or insect can eat mercury, lead and radiated food and survive very long. It follows a natural progression of cause and effect: if the soil is poisoned or deficient (water and air included), then the plant kingdom (our grains, fruits and vegetables) will be sickly and deficient. In turn, the animal kingdom (including our human family) that depends on the sickly vegetable kingdom for survival will also become poisoned and sickly. It is all a vicious circle; initiated by people who have tampered with the natural processes of nature and now pay the price as the victims of their wrong actions.

However, the problem facing divine psychologists is more than just restoring the soil to a natural organic balance. Not only are existing fruits, grains and vegetables grown in depleted soil or raised with chemical fertilizers, but more often than not they are processed into pure, lifeless chemicals, and all this after they have been doused with poisons, burned, boiled, gassed, etc., already. The two most apparent offenders on the public market today are processed sugar and processed flour!

It would be no exaggeration to say that the average person has almost no choice between poisoned and highly chemicalized foods or healthy foods in his or her daily diet. The average person must literally choose between one chemical feast or another,
for there is hardly a single product on the market today that has not been injected, sprayed, processed and loaded with poison additives. Is it any wonder that almost all of nature on earth is out of balance? The problem exists because a mere handful of greedy people have made a blatant misuse of our scientific knowledge and technical skill. Are the huge "war machines," the giant industrial-military-complex that siphons billions of tax dollars out of our pockets, geared for "overkill," helping anyone but the owners of the manufacturing companies (and their agents, the unholy politicians who rake in huge sums of cash, or stocks, or gain powerful voting blocs through their prostitution of their public trust)?

This brings up a moot point. The outer pollution is simply the externalization of humankind's inner pollution of spirit. The greed and poisons within his or her consciousness must eventually find expression on the physical plane. This is an immutable law of nature. The point to realize here is that the focal point of inner pollution causing the vast outer pollution on earth is focused in a few very evil and materially powerful human beings.

The sad thing is that very few people are presently aware of this fact. However, when a certain percentage of the population learns this fact
there will be enough balancing power available to offset the present tyrannical control of the existing power structures. In the meantime, what are you and I doing about it? A few dedicated world servers stepped strongly to the fore decades ago such as Ralph Nader, Richard Buckminster Fuller, I.R. Rodale, and a growing number of others continue to step forward who have given and still are giving their daily lifeblood and time to right these wrongs.

You and I must make sure their great sacrifices will not be in vain! We must all get actively involved in this great struggle between the forces of good and evil. The forces of evil won the struggle in the Atlantean days and destroyed themselves and the rest of civilization then. These same forces again are incarnated in human form. Unless we give our own energy to the forces of good, they may destroy us again. A case in point, atomic power should be used for creative purposes, not for evil (weapons of war, etc).

All of us on earth are being killed, inches at a time by the greed of a few, rich and powerful business people and politicians who care for nothing except the satiation of their desire for money and power! And if you want to avoid this slow (or sometimes very quick) death, do something positive about it. Organize your friends and neighbors;
educate them about the problem and its cause. Put pressure (very deserving) on your federal, state and local representatives. Boycott *all processed* foods, including sugar, flour and the thousands of other chemicalized and poisoned foods. Demand “health foods” from your local grocer or supermarket chains! You will be surprised how quickly business owners will respond and comply with your request when they know that quite a few customers “mean business.”

The other alternative is to keep quiet! Do nothing. Slowly, needlessly die (along with your children)! There cannot be, and will not be a divine psychology on our planet Earth if our human spirit is forced to exist in a badly dis-eased environment, and to abide so ignobly within a sickly and apathetic physical human frame. The answer is to act now, plan to live and live the plan in good health and vitality. Nutrition plays a vital role in your and my ability to express our God-given divinity. Please join me in spreading the *light of knowledge* to millions of others. Be aware that there are no minor roles. Each one of us is a unit of energy. Commit yourself to be the agent of light. You and I can possibly be the singular necessary extra force to win the struggle on earth between good and evil.

Φ
APPENDIX

THE DIVINE CHALLENGE

Two streams of force condition man on earth and determine his destiny. Philosophically these energies are called light and darkness, scientifically are called energy and mass, and religiously are called spirituality and materialism.

By any name, these two forces coexist within every atom of nature, thus within every form in the universe. These two streams of energy are an inherent part of God or nature. And if we remember that the greater force always controls the lesser force, we can see that cosmic good and cosmic evil is the source of solar good and planetary evil (and solar, the source of planetary good and evil). On a lesser scale, the source of humankind's good or evil is our Planetary Deity Who embodies our Earth. Certain cells (human beings) within His planetary body are focal points for earthly good and evil. Once again, Buddha and Christ are prime examples of human expressions of good, while Hitler and Nero are prime examples of human focal points for earthly evil. In terms of a constant (thus scientific) definition, good is the embodiment of a force that moves
the life of an individual, group or entire form of life in an expanding, upward, forward line of motion. On the other hand, evil is the embodiment of a force that holds the life of an individual, group or entire form of life in a set expression. Instead of freeing the life within form to fuse with the greater spiritual life of which it is a part, it makes the indwelling life of any form a prisoner within the form. It holds back progress and seeks to satisfy its own ends, while good always seeks to free every form of life and give it self-choice.

In the same way, the analogy that we are cells within the planetary deity throw more light on the point that our own human body is a complete system and follows nature in that it has a dual expression of energy embodied within it. Certain cells within our human frame act as focal points for good or evil, some having a greater than usual capacity to hold light, while others follow the line of least resistance (or darkness).

In group formation, certain aggregates of these cells within certain etheric centers of our threefold body will respond with facility to our higher self (our soul), while other aggregates of cells within another center within us struggle to maintain the lower drives and selfish instincts of our lower self (the personality). Therefore, it is apparent that our
human natures are the containers and transmitters of good and evil. We possess our own peculiar forces for right and wrong, vested within us through karma (or cause and effect).

At the same time, outside forces of good and evil pour into us from the greater body of which we are a cell, our Planetary Deity. All these dual streams of inner and outer force affect us. Your own personal insight into the real problem on earth will depend on how much of the foregoing concept your own mind can grasp. We face a great crisis on earth today. The winds, tides and filthy sands of pollution engulf our entire planet. Yet, the real problem lies hidden behind the scenes.

A few very powerful individuals, acting as the focal points of human evil on earth, are directly responsible for holding the spirit of humanity bound within a small, arid and spiritless existence. This fact must be made known and broadcast on a full global scale. All men and women of voting age in every country of the world should be alerted to the real cause of their present misery.

It is not the ordinary murderer, thief and otherwise insane type of individual who because of a certain uncontrolled inner drive or chemical action within his body responds to the evil within his
nature more than he does to the good within it who is responsible for our world problem. This type of entity was you and me in previous incarnations. All of us have been all these things and worse time after time. The Master Jesus told the crowd who were eager to stone the accused “fallen” woman that whoever among them was without sin to throw the first stone; meaning who among them was able to say *they themselves had not sinned*? Some of us may still be some or all of those evil things in this lifetime, but nature and cyclic rebirth will take care of that. This kind of personal evil is nothing but ignorance of the law. As we learn the lessons of life, the natural process of rebirth and pain for our unjust actions will automatically adjust our sense of values. Thus, eventually the old, lower self is left behind.

A wise old sage, whom I hold in the highest personal esteem, defined this problem of evil in the world today:

Those men are truly evil who seek to enforce a return to the bad old ways, who endeavor to keep their fellowmen in slavery of some kind or another, who block the expression of one or all of the Four Freedoms, who gain material riches at the expense of the exploited, or who seek to hold for themselves and for gain the produce of the earth, and
thus make the cost of life's necessities prohibitive to those not richly endowed. Those who thus work, think and plan are to be found in every nation, and are usually of prominence because of their riches and influence; however, they sin against light and not through ignorance; their goals are material and not spiritual. They are relatively few compared to the countless millions of people, but are exceedingly powerful; they are highly intelligent but unscrupulous, and it is through them that the Forces of Evil work, holding back progress, promoting poverty, breeding hatred and class distinctions, fostering racial differences for their own ends, and keeping ignorance in power. Their sin is great and it is hard for them to change because power and the will to power (as it militates against the will to good) is a dominant, all-controlling factor in their lives. These people are today working against the unity of the United Nations through their greed and their determination to own the resources of the earth (such as oil, mineral wealth and food) and thus keep the people weak and with inadequate food. These men, who are found in every nation, thoroughly understand each other and are working together in great combines to exploit the riches of the earth at the expense of humanity.

Thus, we can see real evil perpetrated on earth today is a conscious act by powerful human beings
who know the difference between right and wrong, who consciously choose to use the forces of planetary evil to achieve their own ends.

These are the soulless individuals who, along with their ignorant henchmen:

- Wear the guise of honest business people and concerned politicians;
- Stand at the head of huge interlocking monopolies (oligopolies);
- Literally guide (if not have outright control of) the governments of the world;
- Keep the “war machinery” in constant gear;
- Chemicalize our foods;
- Destroy our natural resources without any regard to conservation;
- Flood our homes and streets with excessive gadgets, cars, drugs, etc.;
- Gut our marketplaces with a harvest of poisoned crops, poisonous chemical soaps, poisonous sweeteners, processed flours, chemical pop and foods depleted of vitamins and minerals;
• Corner the market and force inflationary prices on products that can often be sold at a profit for one hundredth of the price demanded;

• Assassinate, lie, steal, and pursue every kind of abomination (without a twinge of conscience) to further their own ends.

These cold, calculating inhumane beings are the true focal point and source of pollution on earth. They are fully responsible for the wars such as Vietnam and the current conflict in Iraq, who breed racial and religious discord in our world. These truly evil humans must be exposed for what they are! This will strip them of their ability to deceive; for once the light of knowledge illumines mass human consciousness, these evil human entities will lose their power.

Now, these people work in darkness behind the scene, holding secret meetings to decide which way they will give a turn to human affairs. You and I have nothing to say about it. However, illumination will change that, for when we know our real enemy, we can do something to curtail his power.

Do you know what foreign chemicals can do to your body? Experiments have demonstrated time and again that processed sugar and processed flour
create all kinds of abnormal human behavior. They have an instant tendency to make their consumer crabby, neurotic and even insane. Scientific tests have proved for once and all that too much sugar in the system paradoxically produces a condition of hypoglycemia or too little sugar in the system. This is because the glands overact to stem and neutralize the sudden great tide of sugar flooding through the system, and destroy too much of it. The book, *Better Health, Sugar and the Criminal Mind*, by I.R. Rodale, should be mandatory reading by every voting adult. This book reports documented scientific experiments that prove everything from simple neurotic tendencies, to juvenile delinquency, on up to brutal murders and insanity are triggered by ingestion of processed sugar, processed flour, soda pop, ice cream and the myriad of other modern processed food products. All these products must be outlawed soon if humanity is to survive. We must initiate and press for immediate legislation to prohibit the manufacture and sale of chemical foods, of additives, and all other polluting agents.

Why should we allow cars to have excessively large motors that propel them faster than safe speeds allow, that emit billions of tons of “overburn” fumes to smog the air? Why should we let huge supersonic jets pour an amount equal to the exhaust fumes of
ten thousand cars into the air every time they take off? The big airports have an average of one takeoff per minute. Why are these same jets permitted to make humanity deaf through the excess sound forced on us humans below? All of this insanity must be stopped. It is definitely a true criminal violation of our public right to fresh air and peace in our environment. You can be sure that all changes must come through our own self-initiation. The time has come for a great human revolution by ballots, not by ballots. Our power of vote, carefully organized, can transform this bleak, sickly earth into a radiant, healthy Garden of Eden. More about that later.

We need to get this point crystal clear in our minds. We do not need more law enforcement agencies, or more guns and power to kill and maim; we need to deal with the cause, not the effect. The real criminal must be ferreted out, not the sugar drunkard, who kills or violates manmade laws. He needs aid, to be rescued from his dilemma. For once the child or criminal is placed on a sugar-free, healthy diet, he will cease to be a defiant juvenile delinquent, thief or murderer. In his aforementioned book, I.R. Rodale cites countless scientific tests to prove it! Your child (and mine) becomes crabby, hostile and destructive the minute his sugar count is low. This happens because of an excessive intake of
sugar from processed flour, cereals, pastries, pop, candy bars, and hosts of other kinds of lifeless, inert chemical garbage. These so-called criminal children and adults are merely the sugar-crazed victims of the real criminals, those individuals who stand behind the huge business concerns that pollute the minds, emotions and physical bodies of all of us.

The real cause of our global ills today rests upon the greed and selfishness of these few men who head up the giant lawless business and military combines. These individuals are the worst criminals in the world. They have been permitted to hide behind the legal maiming and killing of hundreds of millions of human beings on earth for too long. Mass media is about to change things. Their time of reckoning has come; nevertheless, these evil people will employ a constant stream of stall tactics. They will operate their mighty power structures for as long as they can, but time is against it. Evil divides itself, while good unites and grows, so good always overcomes evil in the end.

This is our divine challenge! Will we awaken the rest of our world citizenry in time to unite and drive evil from our midst before it destroys itself and us in the process? We can and we will: not through violence, but as I have said before, through the mighty power of the ballot.
Just envision the magnitude of *power-for-good* that resides in the hearts and minds of men and women all over the world. Once these individuals are enlightened about the real cause of their ills, they will unite to end our problem. I am talking about the tens of thousands of meditation groups around the country, the large conservation groups like the Sierra Club, the health food groups, the bird and fishing groups, the pollution fighting groups, and all other groups and individuals by the millions who are sympathetic to our goal. All of these men and women of goodwill united into ONE STRONG VOTING BLOC can elect the President, the state governors, the senators and representatives, and active local representatives who will pass the necessary laws to stop pollution, to stop all food processing by uniting in their demand for carefully tendered, organically grown crops.

Our past era of the *chemical* feast, of *chemical* sprays, of *chemical* fertilizers, of *chemical* vitamins, and the host of other substitutions for wholesome, real food must be banned! Together we can do it! All these groups of enlightened individuals around the world will be eager to cooperate with this plan *once it is put into action*!

*That someone may be you!* You may be the person to organize and synthesize the power of good
in the world. If so, start organizing! Count me. You might want to call your new organization the World Citizens group or whatever other appropriate name you wish. It is not only the forward thinking groups and individuals I have mentioned above, but the thousands of other groups and millions of other individuals in all countries of the world who will follow our positive lead.

The time is now! Will you act on this project today? Once we have united our energy and voted the Piscean Age people out, and put the Aquarian Age people into office that will truly represent us by immediate action, not by talk and stall tactics, then we will stop pollution, end wars, reduce hatred between races, creeds, and countries, and stop the vast economic poverty found everywhere. We will restore the natural good health, the joy of life, and the vision, hope and natural wealth to every man and woman on this dying planet.

The man, woman, or group who starts this worldwide organizational plan and sees it through, will be the true Aquarian Savior. He or she (or they) will literally be the instrument of God's will and divine purpose on earth.

This project will take time, a great amount of money and eternal persistence. Very powerful corporations and ignorant individuals will be
fighting you every inch of the way, but millions of us will be giving you strength daily. As I indicated before, *I will be the first* to offer you all the aid that I can give, all the time I can give, and my utmost respect and deepest thanks for what you are doing for humanity!

One of the first things that your new group of world servers will do is to form a committee responsible for suggesting immediate new legislative changes. For example:

**SUGGESTED NEW LAWS**

1. Make exceptionally strong fines for pollution activity of any kind.
2. Make it illegal to process sugar, flour, etc.
3. Make it illegal to manufacture and sell poison sprays and chemical food additives.
4. Make it illegal to manufacture and sell cars with combustion engines.
5. Make it illegal to use land, air and water polluting vehicles of any kind.
6. Make it illegal to bury human or animal bodies in the ground, making cremation mandatory.
7. Make it illegal to manufacture war weapons of any kind, demanding complete national disarmament.

8. Make it illegal to erect and use atomic power stations until a greater maximum of security is assured.

9. Make it illegal to use X-rays except in emergency situations.

10. Make it illegal to sell TV sets and any other electronic equipment that spills radiation into the air.

11. Eliminate the FDA completely and replacing it with a board of ecologically trained scientists who are able to think in terms of the whole picture and who will consider accumulative factors of poisons.

Another committee of individuals can make an effort to dissuade the heads of big business enterprises from further production of processed foods, poisons, etc. They will point out the many positive alternatives to these business people. For example: sugar companies can switch their business into the legitimate manufacturing of health food candy bars made from organically grown nuts, dried fruits, carob, cold-processed chocolate and other such natural sweeteners and delicacies. Oil companies,
who now produce chemical fertilizers, poison additives, etc., might buy huge farms and enter the organic farming boom. Factories could switch from production of tanks, guns and fighter planes, to farm machinery and other allied tools. Soft drink companies can switch their production and distribution of chemical garbage to natural fruit juices, vending machines with apples, pears, etc.

All these changes are destined to come about sooner than you might think. The smart business people will see the handwriting on the wall, while the ignorant and stubborn ones will lose their life savings and find little pity from an enlightened public. Their obnoxious products will cease to find a legal market.

What may first appear to be a great disaster for these huge business structures could turn into a rich bonanza. The net effect everywhere will be a gain in employment and a challenge to human imagination. Instead of destroying our planetary resources, these same companies can help to restore earth into a richly covered green planet of peace and plenty. Up or down, the choice is theirs!

This then is The Divine Challenge ahead of you and me. I hope you will take this message around the world with you. It needs to be said in every language. No one else can talk or act for us. You
and I must be activists! We surely cannot depend on anyone else to change the world for the better. The greedy and ignorant have ruled our earth long enough.

We have learned that the rich and powerful cannot be trusted to care for anyone but themselves. Their selfishness, greed and ignorance of spiritual life have almost destroyed earth. It has ruined everyone's health and ravaged our environment. Therefore, it is obvious that we the people, the true power behind the government, must seek and vote in our representatives to make the earth-friendly decisions now.

Maybe you are one of the rich who literally “sees the light” and is willing to use his or her wealth to further this plan. If so, I along with many others will help you to launch it!

See contact information for me at the end of this book. Time is short and we must act now! Someone must meet this challenge and put a plan like this into action. If it is you, all humanity and all Earth will bless you for it.

Bless us all. I Am, Russ Michael

Φ
Recommended
High Vibration Books
and Study Data

*Heavenletters - Book One*, by Gloria Wendroff. Gloria has received over two thousand Heavenletters; one hundred fit in one book, so expect a huge series of books soon worldwide. Incredibly high vibration. The book currently is published in English, German, Greek, Romanian, and is expected to be published in about 15 more languages soon. Gloria also conducts awesome Godwriting Workshops. I attended one she held in Munich, Germany. It was fantastic. Join Gloria’s worldwide email list to receive her FREE daily email Heavenletter by signing up on her website at [www.heavenletters.org](http://www.heavenletters.org).

*Ask and It Is Given*, by Esther and Jerry Hicks. *The Law of Attraction*, by Esther and Jerry Hicks. Hay House, Inc. - P.O. Box 5100, Carlsbad, CA 92018 USA; [www.hayhouse.com](http://www.hayhouse.com); 800-654-5146. Extremely high vibration. **Read ALL of what they offer.** Take a world cruise with Esther and Jerry. See study data, books, CDs, etc., at [www.abraham-hicks.com](http://www.abraham-hicks.com)

*Home With God*, by Neale Donald Walsch. Atria books. I highly recommend **ALL the “Conversations With God” books** by Neale
Donald Walsch, likewise, a very, very incredibly high vibration.

**All four of the “Matthew” books** by Suzanne Ward.  
*Tell Me About Heaven*, by Suzanne Ward.  
Terrific insights. Matthew died at 17 and speaks from Heaven. Great E.T. information. Suzanne Ward is on my top 10 list of current spiritual authors. Email: suz@matthew.books.com.

*SETH Speaks*, by Jane Roberts. **Read all of the many “SETH” books.**

*Autobiography of a Yogi*, by Yogananda Parmahansa. A classic that is published in 40 or more languages. Be sure to read this one. Wowee!


*The Seven Rays*, by Alice A Bailey. **All 20-plus books** in the Alice A. Bailey series.


**ALL Deepak Chopra books**

**ALL Louise Hays books**

**ALL my own Russ Michael books** (please see the final section, “Final Note from the Author Scribe…”, for information on how to obtain
eBooks and how to subscribe to my FREE daily email Michael Worldwide Newsletter)


**Your Soulmate is Calling**, by Russ Michael. Hazard Press–New Zealand (in 12 languages). Email: Danielle@hazard.co.nz or visit their website at www.hazardpress.com.

**Autobiography of an IMMORTAL**, by Michael, ‘I Am’ (AKA Russ Michael). Already contracted for publication in Romanian, Greek and German. I am expecting to contract publication with an English language publication soon. Available to publishers in Word or as a PDF file through email: contact@RussMichaeleBooks.com.

**THE SECRET–is No Secret Anymore. ASK and There Is NOTHING You Cannot BE–DO or HAVE**, by Russ Michael. Available through this publisher, and probably many others worldwide. Available to publishers in Word or as a PDF file through my email: contact@RussMichaeleBooks.com OR order
directly from the website

Soulmates, Twin Rays and Special Lovers, by Russ Michael. Latest authored book is expected to be published in many languages soon. Available to publishers in Word or as a PDF file through my email: contact@RussMichaeleBooks.com.

HARNESSING the Power of The Universe, by Russ Michael. Coming up next. When completed, it will be available to publishers in Word or as a PDF file through email: contact@RussMichaeleBooks.com
More Offerings
by Russ Michael

**CHOOCOLATE for HEALTH – The Amazing Health Benefits of Chocolate**
Russ Michael asks the Queens and Kings of Chocolate to indulge their minds with this new Blockbuster eBook. Now is the perfect time to learn about the amazing health benefits of Chocolate.

**The Secret Doctrine of the Ancient Mysteries**
Through your awareness of these once secret MYSTERIES--and their study and use of the laws outlined within them--you are enabled to escape the old prison house of matter. You realize your true identity as the soul. You find a true recognition of your source as a spirit.

**The Secret Great White Brotherhood**
Is life as we know it here upon earth more than a mere accident of nature? Is there a deeper, higher, broader and truer meaning to your life and mine than what we feel or perceive at this moment in space and time? All these important questions - and many more - may fully be answered for you in this volume.
The Secret is No Secret Anymore
If you want to understand more about The SECRET mysterious powers of the Universe, read the authoritative work by world renown author, Russ Michael. This is a how-to guide for everything you desire. "The SECRET" is expanding with light speed before our eyes!

GOD and MIRACLE HEALTH Part 1
Part 1 is FREE! It is jam-packed with life-saving information on the benefits of Miracle Products, Miracle Services and Miracle Mind. Download your FREE copy today.

GOD and MIRACLE HEALTH –Part 2
Part 2 contains all of the "How-To" self-help resources and information to attain Miracle Health, including the story of Jim Humble and his fight against the world's diseases using his 100 percent effective MMS Product formula. Learn how he battled malaria to discover the formula that has cured 75,000 cases so far.

Finding Your Soulmate
This best-selling classic was first published in 1971, when Russ Michael brought the concept of and the actual word "Soulmate" into mass consciousness on Earth. While most books are out of print in a few years, this book is still a top-selling item over 37 years later and read in 12 languages worldwide.
Autobiography of an IMMORTAL
The exciting true story about the life and adventures of Russ Michael. If you want to understand more about the powers of the universe, learn from a key world spiritual mentor, himself. Russ Michael shares his personal experiences from a very low point in 1965 when he found himself homeless, barely eking out a daily existence and living in abject poverty, to his experiences founding global companies and traveling the world. This incredible story puts you into the mind of the man who has worked for decades to bring readers The Light.

The Secret of Sex and Sexual Attraction
You can draw anyone or anything to you by the deliberate use of the Law of Attraction and a large personal stock of pheromones. "Your conscious co-creator job on Earth is to learn how to live your life fully in a safe world. In that safe world, you will most aptly find that sex is good. Violence against another is bad, guilt is bad, to judge is bad, regret is bad, and even living in the past is bad - but sex is good!"

Soulmates, Twin Rays and Special Lovers
Given a choice (and who does not have free choice?) most of us on Earth today would choose sharing what remains of this day and the remaining days of our physical human life on Earth with a warm, fun-loving Soulmate or a genuinely blissful Twin Ray or special lover.

Your Soulmate is Calling
Somewhere deep inside every one of us is the knowledge that somewhere--at this very moment--someone special is calling out to us
for recognition. Your Soulmate is calling you, wherever on
earth he or she resides. Your Soulmate is sending out a
distress signal. The essence of his or her signal is: “Where
are you? I am waiting here for you. I want you!”

**FINDING MR. RIGHT OR MRS. RIGHT**
Mr. Right or Mrs. Right wants you as much
as you want him or her. You only need to
know what you really want. Combine that
decision with the knowledge you gain here
about how to increase your attractiveness or
personal magnetism, and you are already moving forward on
your way to a really, really bright and RIGHT love
relationship! Why not recognize and swiftly cut those painful
cords that bind you to the past?

**The SECRET PROVEN FORMULA to
WEALTH, HEALTH & TRUE LOVE**
All that magic means is the wise use of
applied knowledge. The word stems from
Magi, wise men from the East. As you read
on, you will soon notice that I make many
references to law.

**The Birth of Earth as a Star**
End times is not an idle phrase. The old is
about to vanish and the new is already
starting to begin. What is the END at one
level of being is the BEGINNING at another.
Life in the Dead Zone
Death is merely the cessation of three-dimensional motion. It is a personal state of rest that will return to a state of motion again. Rest and motion, or death and life, are now, and have been forever, interwoven.

Eleven Magic Steps to Success
There is nothing you cannot be, do or have. You only need to ASK - and through the sacred heritage of who and what you are, your every request is granted at the moment it is made.

The Mental Room of Mirrors
The Room of Mirrors self-therapy technique - presented here - is indeed a valid precious gift to humanity. I know it well and I am pleased to pass on this powerful healing technique along to humanity in this volume.

100 True RAMTHA Miracle Stories
I wish to personally thank each and all of these grand masters who have shared their experiences with me and whose beautiful, inspiring miracle stories are now here presented to be shared with you.

There is NOTHING You Cannot BE, DO or HAVE
The real gold is found in and through your own creative thought or socially cooperative co-creative ideas coupled with the fire--or the fuel--of a desire for something in you so strong you can taste it.
When GOD Speaks, I Listen
Have you noticed in a loud crowd that when someone suddenly speaks up in a soft and quiet voice how everyone now stops talking to listen? That is how God usually speaks, in soft whispers!

Why & How of Meditation
As you progress in the art of meditation, you discover--perhaps with astonishment--that the most profound things in life are more simply expressed. A Blockbuster classic! Read by thousands in print!
Final note from the author scribe...

In addition to my best-seller, *Finding Your Soulmate*, which is still selling in 12 languages, I have written more than 20 published self-help books and I invite you to obtain and read them all.

After my death experience at age 18 and in the unfolding due course of my spiritual work, I have received thousands of letters of gratitude from readers of my books and from many grateful attendants of my workshops who have found their soulmates or their Twin Ray life companions, or made their wildest, most impossible dreams come true. A few days ago, I received an email from someone who recently obtained and read my 360-page autobiography.
Dear kindly eBook reader,
This is what Carolyn Tester had to say to me about Autobiography of an IMMORTAL. Bless her heart.

I don't think I have ever enjoyed reading anything as I am now doing with your autobiography. I'm now beginning to read slower and slower … as the end of it gets nearer … a habit I've acquired when in a GOOD read.

Love to you and yours,
Carolyn Tester

If you enjoyed this or any other books of mine, please encourage your loved ones, friends and associates to obtain and read them all.

I suggest that you obtain my own Autobiography of an IMMORTAL or any of my current 13 eBooks—soon to be 20 or more.
Enquire now (or later) at:


Or contact me at my personal email address:

Michael@RussMichaeleBooks.com

You can soon listen to my 3-minute podcast, read my brief bio or surf through the “Table of Content” pages of my many obtainable eBooks.

To receive my FREE daily spiritual “Michael Worldwide Newsletter” in your inbox, email me at:

Contact@RussMichaeleBooks.com

and ask to be subscribed. (Again, this is free. Just ask!)

We appreciate and love to have new readers come to Russ Michael eBooks through you.
Bless your heart, forever and forever. Bless us all. We are all blessed.

In living and loving gratitude to All That Is

I Am—Russ Michael

###